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ABSTRACT 
PART 1: 
The perturbation technique developed by Rannie and Marble 
i s used to study the effect of droplet solidification upon two-phase 
flow in a rocket nozzle. It is shown that under certain conditions an 
equilibrium flow exists, where the gas and particle phases have the 
same v e locity and temperature at each section of the nozzle. The flow 
is divided into three regions: the first region, where the particles are 
all in the form of liquid droplets; a second region, over which the 
d r oplets solidify at constant freezing temperature; and a third region, 
where the particles are all solid. By a perturbation about the equilib-
rium fl ow, a sol ution is obtained for small particle slip velocities 
using the Stokes drag law and the correspon_ding approximation for 
heat transfer between the particle and gas phases. Singular perturba-
tion procedure is required to handle the problem at points where solidi-
fication first starts and where it is complete. The effects of solidifica-
tion a re noticeable. 
PART 11: 
When a liquid surface, in contact with only its pure vapor, 
is not in thermodynamic equilibrium with it, a net condensation or 
evapor ation of fluid occurs. This phenomenon is studied from a kinetic 
the ory viewpoint by means of moment method developed by Lees. 
The evaporation - condensation rate is calculated for a spherical drop-
l et and for a liquid sheet, when the temperatures and pressures are 
not too far removed from their equilibrium values. The solutions are 
iv 
valid for the whole range of Knudsen numbers from the free molecule 
to the continuum limit. In the continuum limit, the mass flux rate is 
proportional to the pressure difference alone. 
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PART I. 
THE EFFECT OF DROPLET SOLIDIFICATION UPON 
TWO-PH.ASE FLOW IN A ROCKET NOZZLE 
-2-
1. INTRODUCTION 
One-dimensional gas - particle flows in nozzles have been 
studied by Rannie and Marble [ 1, 2, 3 ]. The particles were treated as 
a continuum and linearization was then effected by assuming the par-
ticle velocity and temperature lags to be small fractions of the gas 
velocity and temperature. The linearization was effected about an 
''equilibrium £low 11 i_n which the gas and particles moved with the same 
velocity and temperature. This equilibrium flow was found to be 
equivalent to the familiar one-dimensional isentropic nozzle flow of a 
gas with modified thermodynamic properties. Using a well-defined 
velocity equilibration length, Av , as perturbation parameter, the 
linearized solution about this flow was then obtained. These analyses 
have been able to describe the important features of such flows quite 
well. 
The particles, in the above mentioned treatments, were as-
sumed to be small solid particles. It is possible, under a combination 
of particular rocket propellants and chamber temperatures, for the 
particles to be in the liquid state over ·part of the flow region. For 
example, aluminum oxide, a typical particle constituent found in rock-
o 
et exhausts, melts at 2313 K. If the chamber temperature is above 
2400°K, it is to be expected that the particles will be in the liquid state 
over part of the flow through the nozzle. The question is, therefore, 
would this change of state, not taken into account in previous analyses, 
significantly affect flow characteristics. 
The new features introduced into the problem by the existence 
-3- . 
of the particles in the liquid state, over part of the flow field, are 
two fold. First, since the particles are in the forrn of liquid droplets 
initially, the phenomena of droplet growth by agglomeration, and of 
the deformation and breakup of droplets could be of importance. 
These effects will not be considered in this treatment and will be as-
sumed to be unimportant, at least as far as the gross features are 
concerned. Second, the phase transition from liquid to solid, occur-
ring over part of the flow, has to be taken into account. It is this 
feature that is analyzed in detail in this study. 
The particles start off initially as liquid droplets, move down 
the nozzle until their temperature falls to the freezing point, and then 
begin to solidify. The solidification takes place over some distance of 
the flow, the particle temperature remaining at the freezing point. 
Once solidification is complete, the normal gas-particle flow in a noz-
zle takes place to the exhaust. As far as the change in gas and parti-
cle exit conditions are concerned, two factors come into play: the 
is othermal flow of the particles during freezing, and the latent heat of 
fusion given up by the particles to the gas . Now the latent heat given 
up to the gas tends to keep the flow in equilibrium, but without calcu-
lation it is not possible to predict how this energy is distributed be-
tween the kinetic and internal energies of the gas. That is, the mean 
temperature and velocity of the flow increase in some unknown fashion. 
It is possible, however, to make a very rough estimate of exit 
temperature difference induced by the phase change. If all the latent 
heat goes into the heating up of the flow, the change i n exit temperature 
~qb is roughly given by: 
-4-
K h~ 
(1+K)Cp 
For aluminum oxide particles and a typical gas component, 
this temperature change is of the order of 200°K. Clearly, this is 
an over-estimate, yet this indicates that in the calculation of the par-
ticle exit temperature, for example, this effect could be of i mpor -
· tance. 
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Most of the assumptions made in the following analysis have 
been discussed in detail by Marble [2, 3]. The flow is assumed to be 
one-dime nsional with the gas perfect and inviscid, except for its 
inte raction with the particles. The particles will be treated as a con-
tinuum interacting with the gas but not interacting among themselves. 
The particle Reynolds number and the molecular mean free path are 
assumed small enough to permit the use of the Stokes drag law and 
the c or responding approximation for heat transfer between particle 
and g as. The particles will be assumed to be of a single size, spher-
ical in sha pe, size and shape remaining unaltered through the flow. 
The particle properties will be assumed to be constant over the whole 
flow region. 
The equations governing the flow are, with the exc~ption of 
the e nergy equa tion, identical to those derived by Marble. For one-
dime n sional motion, the equations of continuity for each phase are: 
( 1} 
(2) 
The corresponding mome ntum equations follow directly: 
(3) 
(4) 
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Here, ~ is the force exerted by the particles on a unit 
volume of gas. From the Stokes drag law assumption: 
(5) 
where 
rm a.. 
( 6) 
is the velocity equilibration length of a single particle 
based on the frozen speed of sound: 
z --a= a-RT (7) 
The physical significance of ).V has been discussed in detail 
by Marble. It is the distance traveled by a particle in a gas moving 
_, 
at sonic speed, while reducing its relative velocity to e of the 
initial value. If the gas viscosity is assumed to vary as t~e square 
root of the temperature, Av is a constant. This assumption shall 
be made . 
The energy equation for the gas can be written: 
(8) 
The term (u,,- u) Fp is the work done on the gas by the 
particles and Gp is the heat transfer rate from the particles given, 
to the same approximation as Stokes law, by 
( 10) 
-7-
)i T and P...,- are the temperature equilibration length and the 
Prandtl numbe r, respectively, based on the effective specific heat Cp 
-
and the equilibrium sound speed. A I and P-r are assumed to be 
constant with Av of the same order of magnitude as 
For the particle flow, the first l aw can be written: 
(11} 
Adding the momenturr1 e quation (4), this reduces to: 
( 12}_ 
Now the particle flow is made up of a liquid fraction A.g_ and a 
solid fraction (1- Kg) Before freezing, l<'e, :=I ; after freezing, 
Ke = 0 , and takes values between 1 and 0 during freezing . Thus : 
( 13 } 
We assume that the solid phase and the liquid phase h ave the 
same specific h eat, C If freez ing takes place at the temperature 
T ~and h12. is the latent heat of fusion: 
e (r#f) - e. (7*) = he 
- £ s -
( 14) 
Using (13) and (14), the particle energy equation takes the form: 
( 15) 
For the gas we h ave the equation of state: 
( 16) 
The above equations are a complete analytical description of 
one-dimensional gas - particle flow w ith solidification. 
-8-
3. EQUILIBRIUM FLOW 
The term ''equilibrium flow" designates the circumstance 
where the velocities and temperatures of the two phases remain ex-
actly equal throughout the flow, i.e., there is no velocity or temper-
ature lag anywhere.. It is to be shown that such a flow process is 
possible. 
When there are no lags, the equations describing the flow can 
be rede rived: 
+ 0 
c .... T + 1 u 2 +_!i..- K,, h~ _ coNsTAN• · 
, z l<-t-1 ... 
where: 
(1+k) yuA 
-?= ~oq 
Lp + J<C 
(/+ k) 
( 1 7) 
( 18) 
( 19) 
{20) 
It is of interest to note that the above equations can be obtained 
from the general equations of the previous section by l etting Av and 
-:;'° rr-~ Tp- T 
AT tend to zero such that the terms and --=-
'Av ;)1 
remain 
finite for Ur ~rK and Tp ~ T This just me ans that when the 
equilibration lengths tend to zero the flow moves towards equilibrium 
flow. 
The flow in the nozzle can be divided into three regions of 
interest (Fig. 1 ). In region L the particles are all in the form of 
liquid droplets; and region 3 , all in the form of solid particles. So-
lidification takes place in region 2, station 1 designating the begin-
THROAT 
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FIGURE 1. THE ROCKET NOZZLE 
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ning of freezing and station 2 designating the completion of solidifica-
tion. We assume station 1 to be downstream of the throat. 
The equilibrium flow has to be considered separa_tely in each 
region. 
(i) Region 1. 
Here, l<.e, -::: I 
d.J<a 
- -o oi-:X - The solution here is identical 
to the s e lution obtained by Marble. The flow is equivalent to the 
· isentropic flow of a gas with effective properties: 
Cr+ KC 
l+K 
R-
, ~ = {l+hF~ 
The expansion takes place ace ording t o the is entropic law: 
T 
To 
where the subscript I ) 0 refers to chamber conditions. 
(21) 
(22} 
The complete s elution in this region is written down for future 
reference : 
(23} 
A (24} 
E~F (25) 
2 
u., -
A, 
(ii) Region 2. 
-11-
(26) 
I (27) 
In this region, solidification takes place at the freezing tern-
* perature, T . The variable here is the liquid fraction, Kil 
T = Tp =- T 
~ 
From (17) and (18), the equation for the liquid fraction is: 
I-( h~ dKe I !!:.E. RT.J; d ci-x - - dx - - _? r ? c;/?C (28) 
or 
Ke I+ 
oq~ ~j _f._ 
-
f( hll ~ (29) 
Using the values at station 1 determined by the solution in 
region 1 , the solution in region 2 is given by: 
(30) 
A (31) 
' 
...: 12 - I 
A t station 2 k ::. 0 l 
I< h~ if 1-1<h~ e-_ l?q ~KE; ) i=-1 ~ e ~ or -1?z (32) 
- -
-?1 ?o . 0 
/?i;f 10 - r"*')-1-Uz k he} (33 ) - --k+J 
J 0 (34) 
The equilibrium i sothermal flow in region 2 can be understood 
as follows. As the flow process is an expansion, the tendency is for 
the gas temperature to fal l. But solidification r equi r es the particles 
t o g ive up their latent h eat, at constant temperature . T he flow adjusts 
i tself such that the latent heat is distributed between the internal and 
kinetic energ ies of the gas in such a fashion as to maintai n ' e quilibri-
u m . 1 We note that at the completion of solidification, the contribution 
t o the kine tic energy per unit mass is _!:5_ he 
k • I 
t ion t o t he internal energy is 
K2. 
- he 
k-r-t 
Since X 
and the contribu-
i s usually l ess 
than 1 , more latent heat goes into speeding the flow than in raising 
the t emperature. 
(iii ) R egion 3. 
Here, ke = o Here the sit uation is the 
same as in region 1 except that the energy is increased by a constant 
factor . The s elution is : 
-13-
T (35) 
u 
x 
] z (36) 
A = (37) 
Equations (22) to (37) completely describe an equilibrium flow 
through the nozzle. 
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4 . PER TURBATION EQUATIONS FOR SMALL SLIP 
It wa.s shown in the last section that an equil~brium flow did 
exist and that this corresponded to A.,.. t e nding to zero. When the 
equilibration l e ngth i s n egligible compared to the l ength of the nozzle, 
the gas and the particles are abl e to achieve a loca l equilibrium state 
while travers ing a minute d istance of the nozz l e . It is natural then to 
seek a perturbation about this equilibriu1n flow for small slip. From 
the knowl e d ge that the flow tends to e quilibrium for Av --..- 0 , ~v 
seems to be the natural perturbation parameter. 
Before proceeding with the p e rturbation analysis, the govern-
ing equ ations will be rewritten, following M a rble, . in terms of the 
slip quantities . As suggested by the analyses of R annie and Marble , 
the pressure will be used as the nozzle variable in order to avoid the 
singularity a t the throat. 
The slip c1uantitie s l{ Ts SI ~Af 
lf s 
-~ 
Ts 
-
= 
== 
~-rp 
I - ( */k.f) 
T- Ip 
are d efined by: 
Let "'S be a dimensionless dis t a nce variable defined by: 
(38 ) 
(3 9) 
where X is the di s t ance along the nozz l e and L is the nozzle 
length. 
We now rewrite the equations in a form convenient for the per-
turba tion analysis . First, eli minating between t he momentum equa-
-15-
tions (3) and ( 4) the force Fp 
du de 
(1+1<) ru.. d f + df (40) 
From the momentum equation for the particle: 
(41) 
Eliminating the heat exchange between the two phases by combining 
(8) and ( 15) and using (3) and (4) yields an elementary energy integral: 
'/- ( T- T.) + _!_ tA. z - -3-- he fl- f<~F = _!5_ fc Is +-I.A "'s - f u/} ( 42) 
z k+I k+J L'-
Again, the use of the two energy equations leads to the following two 
equations: t 
I a µ/ cl7S 
krf ~ I 
0 h ~ldf ~ otf' J . 
c;.a. -
- ~~fs 
'A1/1... 
(43) 
(44) 
With the gas pressure, --f , as the independent variable, the 
following set of equations completely describes the flow, in a manner 
suitable for a perturbation treatment: 
f'u. A (45) 
(46) 
- 16 -
(48 ) 
Uc 
Seeking a perturbation solu tion, we assume that t he gas p r op -
erties and the liquid frac tion may be writ ten a s: 
l o> r- ) ,,, r- 'Z {z) u. - tl + 'Jli1k [.;(. + ;F~/1KKF ~ + - . - ... 
{o) { - £1 l {- )::z. (-a) (52 ) ) :: ) + Av J L ) f + /Iv IL f + · · · · . . 
( o) { ~v/iF T"' + - ~ {z) T = I + ( ~ "/,_ ) T + - . . . 
lo) r- ) <11 { ), v/L )2 {~1 1-<' t = Ke -4- ~v /i... l(q + ke + · - - · 
-17-
th Each variable has a non-vanishing 0 order part and all the 
coefficients in each of the expansions are of order unity. The slip 
quantities, on the other hand, have leading terms of the first order, 
since the perturbation is about equilibrium flow: 
(
- -:i. (zl 
+ 'Av It- ) Us. + · · · · · 
(53) 
s='s 
(- ,,, r- ~ (z) ~v/iF ~ + A.-/L) ~ -1- ·• ·• • 
Substitution of the expressions in {52) and (53) for each vari-
able, into the equations (45) to (51) and separation of each equation 
according to powers of { '5.v/L) lead to equations giving the terms 
of the perturbation expansions. 
th The 0 order parts of equations (45) to (51) are exactly equa-
tions (17} to (20) describing the equilibrium flow. Clearly; this is a 
check on the consistency of the perturbation scheme, and on the inter-
- h ~ 
pretation given to the parameter Av ~ The ot order quantities u ' 
T io') ,..,(o) , ) , etc. are then given in the three flow regions by the ex-
pressions worked out in the section on equilibrium flow [equations 
(22) to (37)]. 
The continuity equations (45) and (46) lead to the 1st order 
equations: 
{IJ 
<? 
f'/o) 
(JJ 
lts + 
{II 
(54} 
c'I; lo) 
~ VI = O (55) 
-18-
• {I) 
We note that (Tn must be independent of the pressure . 
{1] -r {1} 
Equations (48) and (50) determine Us and 's algebraically, 
indicating that the perturbation is a singular one : 
(If 
Us -
{ti 
-r; .:::: 
(o} 
u 
-
Equations (47) and (51) lead to the algebraic relations: 
T /t} {o) {I) K h v-(tJ v i- _ft) loJ f//J CP +ti IA + - e n.e ::=. ~ C 15 + V tis 
I k+l k:.J-1 . 
(1/ 
+ T - 0 
Equation (49) is slightly more difficult to handle: 
l. fl. s-: 
- ( lo) .,,.. ' 11 ) 7 + ~ T +··· 
L 
d / lo) 
-E1<~+ 
olp 
ol fol Ke 
-+ 
olj' 
'Av _ ---- { I o/ /fe
111 
T'
11 
ofol-jJt</0'] + . .... 
T 7 foJ cX -f' Tlo)Z 
Expanding the exponential on the right h and s ide: 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
-19-
/<.. H .S. 
'Av k 
--L kD~f g{~~IKI 
From the knowledge of the 0th order solution, the above lead 
to the first order equation for the gas temperature: 
T ''' xffef' c err"' u,"' d"' 4 ' A, T 10 c;1,,;·• h, ol~j-D 1 (60) 
_ _ S +--+- ---- V-f' 
7 70> - ;::;i Cf, T
10
' cit'' q, 7M dr" v TD•>~ olt' ? 7'•'g(f'' 
~o . 
Equations (54) to (60) now give the I st order corrections to the 
equilibrium flow. 
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5. THE SMALL SLIP SOLUTIONS 
The first order perturbations to the gas and slip quantities 
have now to be worked out in turn, in regions 1, 2, and 3. We shall 
assume that solidification starts only after the throat, i.e., the throat 
is in region 1. All the problems associated with the singularity at the 
throat can be considered, then, with only the liquid and gaseous phases 
present. 
Region 1. 
Th 0th d 1 . . . b h . ·1·b . 1 . e or er so ution is given y t e equ1 i r1um so ution 
(o> 
worked out in Section 3. K .f.. = I and since only the liquid phase is 
present: 
( 61) 
The first order solutions in this region are then identical to 
those of Marble. Equations (56) and (57) directly yield the first order 
velocity and temperature slips: 
- - a {o) r~ d.+') 
y ? o<f 
IS - ::::- =- _"1_; C{_ /.,l _ !:!:::£:_ = - - _ _A_• /A. US -,- (11 - / (' ( ~ -) /o) Eo~ J d ) I C ( -=)_) /o) (I} 
c~ C.r .::\v Y -? d (f' ? er , ~v 
Substitution of (62) into (55) yields the density slip: 
,,, 
f =-s I ( I d~F /1 101 ~ o/. ff' 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
The gas temperature is obtained by substituting (62) and (63) 
into (60): 
(I) 
T K 
--J /o) l<-r I 
where: 
From (59): 
J< 
K+I 
tn L _ 
<f'{o) 
-21-
(65) 
. (66) 
(68) K 
-I-<+ I 
Equations (65), (62), and (63) substituted inti (58) yield the gas slip 
velocity : 
(II 
u 
u(oJ 
whe r e: 
K 
k+I 
(69) 
- 22-
F(1-) = Enz-vE~F kEoFf-D-~F {70) 
-f'o - If . (? ol'f 
· Equations (61) to (70 ) give the 1st order corrections to all 
the gas and slip quantities in region 1. One quantity to be determined 
yet is the correction to the mass flow . From e quation (54): 
. ,,, 
.I!!!-
• {oJ 
rm 
(IJ 
A 
-A(o) 
(II 
_f_ 
) (o) 
+ 
{ti 
LA 
bl lo) 
Par tia l integration of (67) g ives the foll owing e~p ression for 
dE~F : ~/-fo 
G(--f>) == :0. fYJ M<·~ ~+ ii-.! (,{' 4 ti-•)IJ. r/·'7_, /ot~ yddKET 1> Yo Y -_£ ? df Y')L M{a) f ~O {~£F 
Substitutii1g we ge t: 
• (IJ 
rm 
' fo) rm 
A (II -
'A'o) 
I 
If ? i s give n as a function of f 
(7 2 ) 
• (I) 
or the inverse, both (l'Y1 · 
-23-
Acn and are unknowns in the above equation. The key to the prob-
• (1) 
lem lies in the fact that rm is independent of pressure from con-
(1) 
tinuity. Then, clearly, equation (72) implies that A at the throat 
is zero, giving 
• {II 
rm Let -fJ=ji be the throat pressure. 
• (I) 
rm 
--:(;,) -
rm 
- fl (- 2 ) :[.:; 
l(+ I 
~ =-K:I ;/}+'J(?-i)} ~ Etf~+ 
-+- I+ (ii'-•) ( ;:/;_,)"?H,.'l_ f_cf-1) cl~ 7 
y i? ) /1 lo) c:{2 { d f j 
I 
Then: 
(73) 
(74) 
Substitution of (74) into (72) then determines the first order 
perturbation to the area. 
Digre ssing slightly, one may inquire about the procedure to 
follow if the area A = A{:~KF is given ~athe r than j='= ?(f) . Then, 
the location along the nozzle would also have to be expanded in a per-
turbation series: 
-x {f) /o) (_ ) 'Av (II( ) (7 5) 
-
')( ?- + x ? + .... i. 
A (-x) [-.x:(-p>] (o)( 'A D"~ 
-
A ::: A f')-+ _..!A -f)+··. 
L 
-
A { x'0 ') + ~IK ol?C :1v (17( ) T ?C 1 -+ ••• . (76) 
-,:: lo) 
-24-
Cr I 
A 
-A'a' (::) x "' ( -f) 
x'
0
'f-tj 
A {-x"'') 
Substituting into (7 2): 
• (II 
nn 
-• /o) rm 
A (II 
-A to) 
. ''' I ( ) '''(. ) rm _ _ o(A . -x f 
rhi to> A(-.x.' .. 9 o<x. 
?C(o) 
• (IJ 
(77) 
(7 8) 
At the throat, , and fi'Y1 is again given by equation ET~FK 
Equation (78) then determines the axial location p e rturbation as: 
-X'''{?)=:: A{x'o? [~ ~ {i(l+fl'lfii-1)Mlo1z.\; :r--r:..J+ 
( dA) k+I ¥M'o> - ) c7' X lo) 
I:f¥-IFfD1D1:~ii-KgD!lKIDw•f d <'f .o/.y rr:,''](79) 
+ t1 (OJ &1(2 ol'f''} + • (o) 
¥2/"l(oJ'Z, rm 
I 
(I) 
This expression gives :X (1') everywhere except a t ~-==-ft- since the 
the deno1ninator vanishes at the throat. At the throat: 
'''( ) x 11: ~ 
f'-v-lt: 
?EEo~ "Xt 
• <ti 
rm 
-• /oJ rm 
After some algebra, assu1ning that 
have: 
{II 
f' 
-
{IJ 
"' 
exists at the throat, we 
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At 
+ (i+1)(i+z) /d? ) 
3 ld"''°.I. z"Y ~ r Ii 
(80) 
This demonstrates that the throat presents no special problems. 
Region 2 
In region 2, the liquid fraction is not constant, but the particle 
temperature, Tp = T- l; , remains constant at the freezing temper-
ature Before proceeding with the first order calculation, we 
note that an extra effect has to be taken into account. The first order 
correction to the particle temperature in region 1 causes the particle 
temperature at station 1 to be higher than the freezing temperature 
- * .,- (I) (11 (1) 
I by exactly the amount I Pl == l1 - 1 1 , to first order (see 
Figure 2). The freezing of the droplet is therefore delayed, forcing 
th 
station 1 to be shifted downstream. Thus, the 0 order solution has 
to be corrected, the correction being of the order :::t/1.- L et 
th be the correction to the 0 order temperature at station 1 
in region 1: 
-r to) ::\ ~r ----i {-r.'" T.. ''') I I + V I +- ~ I - SI -4- .... 
l- L 
(8la) 
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REGION 1 REGION 2 
- ,,, 
......._ :>..,.T. 
"- i: Pi-
FIGURE 2. ILLUSTRAT ING TH E SHIFT 
OF STATION 1 
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- ( T DD~ T rn ) 
s I-
(8l b ) 
where 1- implies that the quantities are evalu ated at station 1 in 
region 1. Therefor e, in re g ion 2 , constant particle t emperatur e 
implies 
T-T5 
lo) ~ ... T ~ sD ( (IJ ''') T.Jf T - - T + + - T - -r; °'" ·· ··· -F L. L 
( ll (I J ,...., (82) T - ~ - T - T, 
The shif t in station 1 and the correcti on to the 0 th o r der solu-
tion cause first o r der corre ctions and in the gas 
veloci ty and the liqu id frac t ion. These con t r ibutions have t o be in-
cluded i n the 1st order s olutions. D efine: 
~ £•) (I} ,..., 
T T _,_ T (83a) 
-' (11 l // 
u LA. + ~ (83b) 
,..., (II ( 1/ 
Ke %' I{ e + ke (83c ) 
,.., ,,.., 
The corrections u , 7 J l<e will b e worked out in d etail in 
the next section. 
(56 ): 
(I) 
Proceeding with the first order calculation, U 5 i s given by 
U s _ U u ~ - _ R -~ (I/ /OJ c/ Eo~ ) I I -7 ta] o(. 
a '01 d f' d f - a 101 - -? df 
a _!_0 )(__!_ d -e.) 
j- ? df 
(84) 
-2 8 -
(85 ) 
Equation (57) gives t he fir st order correction to the slip temperature : 
's 
,,, 
From (29 ) of the 0th order solution: 
d fol Ke 
o'? 
{I) 7; 
R
. /o) 
T I 
- -
kh.e ? 
It> 
Equations (55 ) and (84) le a d to fs 
{I/ 
~· 
(ti 
t,,15 
V (o} 
I 
(86) 
(87) 
(88 ) 
{I I {11 
Noting the fact that d J.s = ol T i n region 2, eqn. (60) 
{I} 
leads t o the correction in the liquid fraction h~ : 
- dT'11 d Tr{I/ n (''olu(oJ h T(ll cl 1re'01 h of x-/" (89 ) /~4-1 Cf. - :::: C _ _ s -+ ""s - + 'i!- - - fl!~ 
k d~ of-p df' 7 1°1 vi-(> vit=' 
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" 
where A 1 is a constant and +J is the pressure at station 1 • 
Substitution of (84) - (90) into (58) yields the first order gas 
(IJ 
velocity, U 
(II 
ll I [- /( K-;/ /o/ (1/ J< (,A Us - K+I h '"] "Ke ( 91) 
Equations (81) to (91), now, formally determine the solutions 
to first order in region 2 : 
etc. 
/o) 
v + 
lo} 
h~ = ke + 
'I ( /If ~F ~ IA +~ + 
L 
Q ( ~vFD - {oJ ;J "' (1/ u + 2b' +··· 
L 
- '2 /. -
.., I {I/ ..... ) o( ~vF 10} ~v ,..,,II 
/1 v v + v + - - k.e + - g<~ -1- - . . L 11e f\e L - L 
(9 2) 
Some interesting features are immediately apparent from the 
,,, 
inspection of the equations. The slip temperature -i-; and the 
Cl) 
T are discontinuous. across station 1. first order gas temperature 
A
, 
Also, 1 , an arbitrary constant of integration, appears in the so-
lution fo r 
t•J 
I-<£ These facts confirm the singular nature of the 
perturbation scheme. 
It was assumed in the perturbation analysis that was 
small. This implied that the particles had time to adjust to the local 
- 30 -
gas inotion before they inoved appreciably through the region. At 
stations 1 and 2, this does not hold. A sudden constraint, the parti-
cle temperature having to remain constant, placed on the system 
-
necessitates a relaxation zone of order Av over which the parti-
cles adjust to the change. This 'smoothing out' is lost in our "outer 
solution. 11 To complete the solution, "inner solutions 11 valid near the 
stations 1 and 2 will have to be worked out and matched to the outer 
solutions obtained. 
Region 3 
tol .,,, (II 
In this region, the particles are all solid, i.e. ,Ke= o = ~ = g~K 
We note that in this re gion too, corrections to the 0th order solution 
,v "' 
will cause first order corrections T ¥ L). to the gas temperature and 
velocity: 
T == 
(o) Av rv ilJ 
T + - T 4- •. - ·· · (93a) 
/.. 
The calculations are very similar to the calcul ations in region 
1. The first order solutions are: 
-- (II 
Is 
(1) 
~Ks J 
'"/{' 
(94a) 
(94b) 
(94c ) 
T /IJ -
7/o) -
, 
Az 
-TYf + 
K 
k+J 
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(94d} 
/11 I 
ti - ---
ti (oJ (i-1) /'1 le}.Z _!5_f(-f't, .. )-k+I 
~ 
/(+I Az 
---K q~ G,/$;>} (94el 
where: 
-f' 
fi-nt> Vs ~ - ro tA "''__!!:- dp (95) h. / f cii of. 101 I o/ ti) Y 7 {o) - d? £. o/-r 
--f'z 
and F (f/fl..) is defined by (70). 
We note once again the discontinuities across station 2 and the 
A~ existence of an undetermined constant, z 
The solution of the first order perturbation equations is now 
complete. 
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6. THE EFFECTS OF THE SI--IlFTS OF THE BOUNDARIES 
OF THE ZONE OF SOLIDIFICATION 
In this section, we study in detail the corrections to the 0th 
,...,, ........ ~ 
order solution, T > t).. and Ksz. mentioned in the previous section. 
The first order corrections to the particle temperature and liquid 
fraction cause shifts of the boundaries of region 2, the zone of solidi-
fication. The shifts of stations 1 and 2 produce first order corrections 
to the 0th order solutions, which have to be added to the first order 
quantities. This 'feedback effect ' is peculiar to this problem and is a 
direct consequence of the phase change phenomenon. We consider in 
turn stations 1 and 2, and the effects in the regions l, 2, and 3. 
Station 1 
Station 1 is by definition the point where the particle tempera-
* 
ture, lf , first falls to the value T , the solidificatioh tempera-
ture. From the solutions in region 1, the particle temperature at 
station l, TPI , to first order is: 
~f 
/ o) 
T, + 
~ 
- T + 
The bracket in the above expression is in general non- zero and 
-Jf-
i s normally positive. The temperature at station 1 will not be T un-
less it is shifted. The shift should be such that the correction to the 
th 0 orde r te r m cancels out the first order particle temperature at sta-
-33-
tion 1. 
Let 
(('I) ) (IJ 
'ft + Lv fl + - .. (97a ) 
= 
{o) ') (II T + .., ~ + .. . .... . 
L 
(97b} 
"" Solidification b egins when ~ = T . This corresponds to the 
pressure -fJ 
~ (f,) -
:::: 
-
{II 
f, -
-
-
{o) ( 
'Av ( • ) ( ) 
'P ~F + T. -ti +· · . - p I L 
T{ol( (OJ) (: ') ~v f, "~ A (• )( lo)) + dTp vT -f, +·· · r ~ off' (oJ • L I - p I L 
r. 
--~ I (98) 
- '"( fo)) Ip 'f, - [ - . '''( ' 0 >) _ "'I ,.,,1 I -f. Ts l~ I J 
( o(T:°'\ oLp ). to1 
r, 
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This gives the first-order correction to the pressure at station 
1. Note that the shift is determined entirely by the solution in region 
1. Also, the correction to the 0th order temperature at 1 is: 
rV T, = ( T DD~ °Ts''>), = - ~DID> ( 100) 
Station 2 
Station 2 is defined as the location where solidification is 
complete, that is, where k'i first vanishes. Using an argument 
similar to the one used for station 1, let: 
== 
Here, 
lo) 
~ -1- "' + 
lo} (.. ) 'I "'/11 / Ke -p + ,, v ke < 1' J + -- - - -
L. 
"" 
(lOla) 
(lOlb) 
K( If) is the first-order correction to the liquid fraction 
in region 2 due to the shift of station 1. This will be evaluated, ex-
plicitly, later in this section. Now ~ is the pressure correspond-
ing to station 2. 
But 
+ - .. -· 
-
- /Y lo)/ (c>)) f d K/)o 1 V .,,.P /I} :} y D~ ( -t-:z ) + . - /2 + -c;E~ 101 L L 
0 fz 
Keio) ( ~EogF - 0 
( 102) 
'V'0 ( , .. ,, Of ;;,,.) ... l<e 1; / + ~ 
(1) 
~ -
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rv (IJ ( (o)) 
Ke -ff 
( ot kt.'•') - /.. (o) 
o/.f' -Ii 
( 103) 
Equation ( 103) now gives the first order shift to the pressure 
a t station 2. Note that (
ol J<;·>) 
is given by (90) and Qif l ,., 
~ 
by (86 ). 
It is now possible to calculate the corrections in the 0th order 
flow quantities due to the shifts of stations 1 and 2. 
Region 1 
The shift of station 1 does not affect the region upstream of it. 
Corrections have to be made only at station 1. At station 1, the gas 
temperature is given by: 
T ~ (,..., (&)) -c -r; -+- T, -to • • • • (104a) 
where 
,...., 
-r, - ( 
(1) (1} ) 
- -,, - Ts. (10 4b ) 
th The first -order correction to the 0 order gas temperature 
due to the shift of station 1 is given by: 
/o)( ) 
u ~ 
/o)I (oJ A {I/ ) 
IA '11 -J- T -1: + ... 
(oJ 
- v, + ;::,.., olu . --If 111+ _ ••• -( ')J L ol"f 11' .. , /I 
u/ol + ::lv {- C>-1 
L °i 
LL, (o) + ~v ;;, 
- ~ llJ J cp T ~: + 
bl, (o) _.ofo) 
I -n 
+ .. -
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To first order, therefore, the gas velocity at station 1 is given by: 
uE~g (oJ ) ( 'V {IJ) - ti; + _v IA1 -+ ~ ../- - . . · ... L. (105a) 
,.._, 
- . Jf ,,, ( 1) 
l(_ I 1)-1 c;,, T ff Cp ~f -
- -
-
y v/o) t; 'oJ (o ) u, 
(105b ) 
~ ~ h 
Note that T, and U 1 are cor recti ons to the Ot orde r so-
. l uti on due to the shift of station · i. 
Region 2 
T he shift of stati on 1 will affect all points in this region. The 
shift of station 2 will be of importance only to the values at station 2 . 
· toJ * 
The shift of station 1 corrects the 0th order temperature, T = T , 
by exactly the amount - lp1_ , so that the particle temperature is 
N-T to first order: 
T= 
,..., 
T-
{o) 
T + 
( t•I <•I) T - Ts 
1 ~ 
(I) 
T_ 
FJ-
(106a) 
(106b) 
where I - i mplies quantities evaluated in region 1 at station 1. 
T he correction to the 0th order gas velocity is given by: 
/ o J A"' rv V _,_ L ti. -f . . . . 
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~ 
The first order corrections ll and ~ lo) lo) to tA- and fE~ 
d ue t o the shift of station 1 are then: 
{ I J 
uE~> 
-
R Tp,_ . ,/!c,J ~ 
uD~Df?g --11(0} 
(107 a ) 
iii IFJ '" [ -I? Tp1- o- 1 f,, -P ] 
t< h y J -?, (o) L 
(107b) 
With these corrections, in region 2 : 
lo} "") / · /I I ,....., .) 
u + ?<~ ~ u "'"--· · 
(o} "") ...., .,,, 
::: /,A + l'hl {/( + - -- . . 
L 
{o) /./ f o ) th 
where ll and ne are the uncorrected 0 order solutions. 
th The shift of station 2, however, corrects the 0 order gas 
velocity fur t her by given by: 
where 
(I) 
fz i s given by 
( 
CJ{ {oJ) d; /,, {o> 
:..r2 
( 103 ). 
(I} 
·~ (10 8) 
Region 3 
The d etails of the calculation for this region are exactly as in 
region 2. The sol utions correct to first order are: 
uf1» (oJ Ai (. (I/ "') (a} ~ "''" ti + _! IA + v< + · .. - vt + 31,A + -·· L L 
T(?) 7 /ol-+ ;, I (IJ ~g Tfo} 5v ,...,. /11 = _ ..... T + T +···== -1- - T -J.·-· ·· 
L L 
etc. 
where the corrections to the 0th order solution due to shifts of station 
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1 and 2 are given by: 
{109a) 
{109b) 
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7. THE INNER SOLUTIONS AROUND STATIONS 1 AND 2 
The small slip solutions obtained in Sections 5 and 6 do not 
match at stations 1 and 2 . In addition, the solutions in regions 2 and 
,, "' 
3 contain two undetermined constants A 1 and A2 As explained in 
Section 5, these are a consequence of the singular nature of the per-
turbation scheme. The assumptions involved in seeking an asymptotic 
s elution for Av __. O .do not hold at the boundaries of the s olidi fica-
tion region. The sudden local changes introduce a region of non- uni -
formity of length of order Av Following Van Dyke [ 4 ], we seek 
'inner solutions 1 about these points that can be matc hed to the exi sting 
outer solutions. 
Introduce a stretched inne r variable ti'( d efined by: 
( -x- -:x,) 
rp Av -
( -x - 7<:-z) 
:::\ V' 
cl-x 
-
for s e l ution about 
f o r s elution about 
L df 
:lv 
x, 
X2 
In te r ms of the inner variable, the gove r ning e qua t ions 
( 1 1 Oa) 
( ll Ob ) 
(ll Oc ) 
( 11 1 a ) 
(11 l b) 
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(llld) 
I dT 
--T d.!>( 
~-f I df. _ K I la lf. 2 /l dis h drCt] 
- - --- - s-1-<..-- '.I- (llle) ~ ~ otrrz k+1 c;. T u,, c1az ~ 
-f=f'RT (lllg) 
Try perturbation solutions valid in the inner regions of the 
forin: 
- - 2 
/oJ / -;/ (II/ ( ~vF (?.) / ) u (rrz.>:: u 1az) +:vu. r!f).,. t ti llf + ·-.-- - -··. (ll 2a) 
T ( rrz) = T to> fir;) + :v T '''frrt) + ( ~v )z T f-;z'lrrz) + - .. ( l l 2b) 
( l l 2c) 
(ll 2d) 
etc. 
th Substitution into equations (111) yields the following 0 order 
equations: 
lo) /o} A fo') • (o) f u. = rm 
(oJ 
ll 
cit.1 10) 
- 0 dtrz 
(1':: To) +- zl {,,{to>:_ I< h Cr k+i" ~ 
(113a) 
(11 3b ) 
/. {o)) 
(I - l"f.e = 0 (l 13c) 
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I d. T lo> 
Tto> dflJ 
I< he d KefoJ 
K+I Cr T 10) off>'/.. 
, d 'oJ h J I /o) - / v _/oJ 10) 7 ,, """ (;..ll •-e 
u c . ol/r/ + ,t o/h{ =0 
f> 
(oJ 
The corresponding inner first-order equations are: 
(11 (1/ (1/ • (IJ 
_f_ v A /Y>"7 
-+ - + - - -)/•) v'o> A to> • {oJ ;rn 
,,, /o) (d 
Us 
(II 
fa' c!u 
~ -d172 
-+ ~ ~ - 0 
{1J 0 tt,.1
1
"> loJ 111 loJ du/'' 
-1- v _..//Y7 - a b1S _ "' ~ 
V'·' v-h( 
T{IJ 101 (1) ~ h I/,,, I< r -r::''' lo/ 111] q. ~ u (.,,/ + I<+ I £ l\p = K+i L c s + {,,/ U.s 
dTt1/ /01 j (II (11 o(TloJ h /11 o/ l•I 
u'c)c - + h£u ~ + u c - + "' ~ d t>z ot/>Z ct nz e ol tr/ 
(I J 
.::£_ 
~Elg 
I 
(1/ 
+-T(o) 
(l 13d) 
( ll 3e) 
(113£} 
( l 14a) 
( l 14b) 
( 114c) 
(114d) 
(114£) 
(114g) 
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Equations ( 113) and ( 114) have now to be solved for stations 1 and 2 
in tur n. 
Solution around Station 1 
th . 
First consider the 0 order equations (113). They just imply: 
lo>. {Q) /b) (). /pz) = constant, T h> = constant, K.t Pz) = constant, etc. (115) 
I f l 0th d 1 . . . . n act, tie or er so ution JUSt gives constant properties . 
. Using this 0th order solution, the first-order inner equations (114) 
simplify to: 
"' 
{I/ (1/ . ,,, 
L .P- ~ (nl +- ...,.. -)(a) IA foJ ll /01 • to) rm ( l l 6a) 
(I) lo) {tJ 
tf.s + tA ~ - 0 ( ll 6b) 
(oJ {II 
Cl Ms 
(c) _J (11 
bl U' {,;(s 
di>( {l 16c) 
~ T (I)_.._ // /o) .u (1) + K h J_lt1 K (c _ (IJ (o) (11 -.-- """ ""' - e "'.t. :::: - C 's + (..( {,ts (116d) k-11 k+I 
I dTll1 
--7'°) ol/f 
- ] _J (II d. -(1} h {I( 
or?= _JS_ ~ _.!= _ 3-- dl<e {116e ) 
d'f K+I fef' T'"' o("l z;.. y'•1otnz 
foJ dTlJI h foJ /.v lil A - loJr''' loJ drr''' u. c - + '£"' o 11.! _ -:;:_ v c;, a 'S == u c ~ 
0-1'1 of n; ~ r d nz 
( l l 6f) 
d.' (II f' + (/J T (116g) 
~to} r(o) 
It is of im.portance now to re a lize tha t s omething is known about 
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the pressure. In the outer solution it was assumed that~ was given 
as a function of f or X , i. e.,: -? =- --pfx) 
. Close to station 1, we can write : 
== fl/ lo)+- Ay .A> (IJ 
~II T /I + 
-? (fYL) 
(o)/ 
Thus, to 0th order, ? ur) is constant (exactly as predicted 
(I}/ ) by the inne r solution) and -f tfY/ is given by: 
( 118) 
Clearly, at '?:::: 0 , the inner solution pressure matches the 
corrected upstream pressure in region 1 to first order. 
It i s also to be noted that the region bein·g considered is down-
stream of station 1. The partic.le temp eratur·e has to remain constant 
at T*: 
• I ) (t (t ) qE·~- ~ ( '" (IJ) Tp<fr{ :=Tnz)--,;fr"/ = -..--c T-i; +· ····- i(-T (119) 
(120) 
(IJ 
Substituting for KQ. from ( l 16e) into ( l l 6f), we obtain an 
equation for the slip t e mperature: 
lo) 
lJ. c 
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d Is /o)- 7'"'' C o/7$ _{1) ~ (II 
- +U C -t. .-- -d/IZ p y 7 o) cX/f 
-
(tJ 
Simplifying and using (118) for -j> 
( 121) 
~ + K· ~ . .:±_ . _ 's-. _ o· E1<+1F~1T T df~ (122) ,,../ ,-S {II "'\y ,.-..,. a lo) -r" (I}- --/ / - /ol~ ) 
ol/l'j Ar cl' t1'0 ' '?>" 9:> ?/o) olf I 
This integrates imrnediately to: 
Ef~ (K+t) Ar lo} _lo)(; ol ) 
-r; fr() = ¥-I u 7 !2!1-
-· 
a 101-?'"' df I -1-k ~sD r 
&xf'{- :\v - '•' ] ( 123) + B, K· c~ _g_ . tp AT c u 10' p 
where 81 is a constant to be determined by matching. 
(1) 
Differentiate ( l 16d) and substitute for Ke from ( l l 6e ): 
u(o) r di/D~ _!5__ duJ'1J = - <f"-/ 
L dtrz I<+/ otnz 0 ( 124) 
(II 
Substituting for £,l from (116c), results in an equation for 
the slip velocity: 
This integrates to : 
(1/ - lo}~ f /o>/. ) J Us (rrz) ==- _ E~-1F v T dt:..) + B &nf' _a 11+t<m (126) 
- lo/ fa} de 2 u (a) . { O a ~ 'i I · 
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Bz is another constant. The first-order gas velocity is 
now obtained from ( 124): 
Finally, the inner first-orde r liqu id fraction is obtained fr om {l 16d), 
(123 ), (1 26 ), and {127): 
3j_ C IS /f>? + µ Us fl? - -- tf /,{ f1' k . -J _,..llJ/) (o) (II/. ) fK-+I) lo) 111/. )]· 
k 7 K . 
Solution around Station 2 
The inner variable t'p i s now defined by: 
rrz - (129) 
The 0th order e qua tions again give constant values for the gas 
and particle flow qua ntities . The firs t order equations t hen s i mplify 
to equations {1 6 a-g). O nce again, the pressure is a known function 
of ff/ 
fo(ri ) (o) ? 112 ==~ ( 130) 
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The particles are all in the solid phase in the region consid-
ered: 
(IJ / ) 
Ke (//'/ = o ( 131) 
. . . 
Substitute for 
~DDD 
(I) . 
T from (116e ) into (116£} t o obtain an equa-
tion for 15 : 
(K-1-1) c,c -;Jv cf' a t"J (1J I; = 
") C u (o) 
l'f T VI 
· which integrates to: 
C . °)y • (¥- t) ~ /o}T lo}/ c;{£_ ) + 
Cp Av ~ a (01--?10) ( ol f lz_ 
+ B_A ex,p{- (K+1) <;_ }v. </:>. aloJ. m} 
-,- - . / C A C U lo) . (. 
(1) f' T 
T then follows from t he integration of ( l l 6e ): 
( 13 2) 
(1 33 ) 
From ( l 16c, d, e ): 
Finally, the substitution. of ( 132 ) to (1 34) into (11 6d) yields the inner 
gas velocity: 
{I)/ ) I< (IJ/,) I< c (IJ/,.) G qDDD~F /A. (frJ = - ~ ''1 -1- - - ~ fip - _:e_ V( l g<~f k+I µta) (AloJ ( 13 5) 
The two inner solutions are now compl ete . It remains to be 
shown that the inner and outer solutions can indeed be matched with a 
-47-
,. / 
proper choice of the constants A, 1 A2 and 8,- 8{, 
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8. THE MATCIDNG OF THE INNER AND OUTER SOLUTIONS 
We consider here the matching of the inner solutions obtained 
· in Section 7 to the outer solutio.ns obtained earlier. The. matching 
should, while providing a uniformly valid solution, determine the un-
/ / 
known constants A, and A2 in the outer solution. 
Station 1 
The procedure to be adopted is as follows. The solution up-
stream of station 1 is completely defined to first order. The inner 
solution should match this solution at ff(.::: 0 . For «£. --v co, it 
should match the outer solution found in region 2 for ~~11 'A'..-f?-X, 
The 0th order quantities of the inner solution were all found 
to be constants. Consider the gas velocity: 
= constant (136) 
Clearly, to match the upstream solution, the requirement is: 
h/o)/h?_-o·\ {o)/_ ) /o) 
U { / .l y = {;{ ( X ~/Ef = ~ - (13 7} 
Now: 
(138) 
Similarly, all the 0th order inner quantities match correctly if 
they are assigned the values at station 1 as given by the outer solution. 
Thus: 
T(o)({I() T.{D) -
I -
T.,. ( 13 9a) 
f 10' ( 117) - 'f; lo) ( 13 9b ) 
h~og (frj) /o) k~I - I (139c) 
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~loFEf?wF = -f/ /o) ( 13 9d) 
F or futur e c onven ience, introduce t he following _notation: . 
f.vm. : li~it as ? tends to -1] through · region 2 (1 40a} 
.-r _.,,, -11 + 
~· : limit as f t end s t o '11 throug h region 1 {140b } 
-f'-:ri1" 11-
!Vrn . f -1P?z+ : l imit as f t ends to ft t hro u gh r egi on 3 {140c } 
~ : limit a s -fJ tends to "'2 thr ough r egi on 2 . {1 40d} 
? -v- ?z-
.,f} 
N ow consider the slip veloc ity Us (tp) given by (1 26 ) . F o r 
to I ) rrz-P'o i t must m atch us tj> for --t~fl- ' as given by e quation 
(6 2 ): 
lo)( ) a, _!_ of-e 
y -f' oE~ I 
. . ~ = 0 by the match ing condition. 
( 14 l a } 
{1 4 lb} 
'''1 . \ Now try to match b(s l/f,; 
for rrz -v ~ with t h e d ownstream solution (84): 
{142 ) 
The s l ip vel ocity thus matches corr:ectly on both sides , showing 
that it suffers no di sconti nuit y across s t a t ion 1. Now from ( 1 23 ) and 
(63 ): 
. . /3; 
( k-tt) 
k 
{K+r) Ar 
--·-· K ~v 
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Ar c 
::::::-- . - . 
{143a ) 
. {143b) 
( 144) 
(I )(r . 
For fll-v 00, J; 'Z') should match the solution in region 2, {87): 
{145a) 
(145b) 
(J) 
The density slip P matches without any.difficulty. 
"'ls 
Now we note that the inner gas temperature, gas velocity, and 
liquid fraction must match the corrected values (T + T) , (u +- ir) , 
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and {Kil+ Ke) respectively, of the outer solution. 
By virtue of the matching of the slip temperature, the gas tem-
perature rriatches auton.1.atically: 
{1 46a) 
(146b) 
· From (127): 
t0n u (I/tr;) 
flZ_.,. D 
83 K '" 
-
+ US/ k+I 
~ {IJ 
,...., 
,..-.., ,,, 
-
u,_ +- b( I {,A 
? -:P-'f'/-
. . 
£/{I) "' (ti { 147 ) 
- I- + t.A, 
I< M's, K+/ 
(II 'V 
where tl 1_ is given by (69), IA1 
{IJ 
is given by (10 5), and ~/ is 
given by (1 4lb ). 
(II 
We now demonstrate that w ith this choice for 83 , ~ l '7) = 0 
for f>(_ ::: 0 : 
Wr1 J<e 11? = - _ 9 7s tt1z=o) +ti; ~ f/Jj=o)_ ~F~ /ti· ~K::-~ /J · /I//, } / f (I)/.. {o} /II/ (J lo) (11 ] 
!tz-f" o hL k k 
- - '-t> T f~ u 1<+1} / [- C. Cl} /o) (IJ ( (II lo) 
- h - _,_ +II\ SI - - LA LA, -
',f k SI- I f< 1-
I [ _(II fol fl/ 
. ::::. ~ c 'si- _,.. w, Us1- - {k-tl) C- -, (I/ (k.+iJ Cl/ fol J< f' I_ - 7 U,_ U, j 
0 
(1 48 ) 
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Thus, the matching is satisfactory at f>Z == o . 
k it//. \ It remains now only to demonstrate the matching of 'e flf_) 
~ 
for fl/K~ ce and evaluate the jump A 1 in the outer solution. 
The matching principle requires: 
l<e (x) (149) 
to each order of 'A.,/'-
Consider the outer. solution in region 2 for X_,_ :::tf+ 
/)· I {o) /) A.- ""llJ/ ( ;:Jv):;;i: 
,wm Ke ?c-) = l<.i t?c + L Ke ex) + 0 T . 
?(-'PX/+ 
From (86): 
E~DD-olf x, 
f· lo) 
{,,V1'rl K .e. (x) = JV' -1-
;x~ ::<,+ 
Looking at the inner solution (128): 
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N ow: 
( 1<+ 1) { i°-1) c; r'"} _ ( k-1-1) R r "" = RT2' 
k "'¥° -;:;; - k h L k h~ · . 
T herefore, compar ing ( 15 1) and (1 52 ), the terms in pZ rnatch cor-
r ectl y. T he mat ching will be complete provided: 
.... A, 
-
I c. ( (II 
- (IJ) 
-·::f. I: - 1s1+ -
CS' - I h SI-fl I< y 
Y-1 
0 
{I) 
R' -r,;, _ 
k h.t 
( 11 
RTp 1_ 
K hll 
(; ) ( - fol , 71 
Ct/ 
_ _!__ Cp AT a 1 tA,° _1_0f: _ (f-J R Ip, _ 
ht l<Cp ;i,) y -f df~ -=--~ khL (1 53 ) 
Al 
... 
Thus , the unknown constant in the ou ter solution i s determine d 
by the matching. Since (tf) is n e gative, A," is positive . We now 
check that the liquid fraction is indeed l ess t han one in the inner re -
gion: 
d ~Emg _ 
d/'I'( 
Since the above slope i s always negative, the liquid fraction 
falls monotonically and is less t han 1 away from station 1. This and 
the matching procedure are i llustrated in Figure 3. 
For completeness , some of the solutions, . uniformly valid to 
first order over the whole of region 2 , are given below: 
REGION 1 
1 
i 
I 
- I 
- J'V) ____.,.., 
_.,, 
L I 
I 
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REGION 2 
INN ER SO LUTI ON 
lo) ) 11) ( ) 
Kf +{KR «j 
FIGURE 3. THE INNER AND OUTER SOLUTIONS 
F 0 R Kg AT ST AT I 0 N 1 
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~r-L a - CZ-f- -+-/oJ( J )J o ? v<'f (15 5a) 
Station 2 
The 0th order quantities are again jus.t equal to the quantities 
in the outer solution evaluated at s t ation 2: 
T(0 )( rrz > T to> -
2 -
q~ ( l 56a) 
f lo) ( ffl) fo) 
- h (1 56b ) 
lo){; ) l<e 1' -
(oJ 
kez - 0 ( 156c ) 
1:J '"'' frrz) = ~EoF (l 56d ) 
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Using a procedure exactly similar to that used at station 1, 
first consider the matching of the slip quantities. From (132) and 
{134): 
- · ~ . ~ k u./''h J = ~ - fi-1) c; -r; '/_!. & l-== ~ tt.sa1/fJ = - a~ ft~F 
nz-v o f a~M1 f 1' d~ z -fl-v-f;- Y f 1'c;tr%_ 
0 {l 57a) 
(157b) 
These then match correctly with the upstream solution: 
With the slip quantities matched correctly, the matching of 
the gas temperature should then completely determine the solution 
over the whole flow. By the matching principle: 
/(x) ( 158) 
to each order of Av/L 
For the outer solution in region 3: 
From the inner solution: 
t'Mn T 111 ff1() 
Pl_,,,,,.. 0 
. . 
I 
k 
By the matching condition: 
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A ,,.z K c - tn ,._, B ~ + -;<:;1 Cp 1s2+ 'z+ 
,..., (I} 
-T 2-
(II 
- T.s z-
. r1 I< _E.__2 - se) - 1- ( ") ') a:' vi ~oF /I & \ _ ( 161} 
::: ~t ? k (Y.,JZ !y' ~ r.?aij 
- 'z+] 
This co1npletes the m a tching and the determination of the constants in 
the outer solution. 
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9 . CALCULATIONS FOR AN EXPONENTIAL NOZZLE 
In order to illustrate the application of the f oregoing analysis, 
a numerical calculation is considered here . It is assumed that the 
pressure distribution is known as a function of distance and is given by : 
constant _ -/ 
As discussed by M arble in [2], this distribution approximates 
the pressure distribution in a no_zzl e optimized for minimum par "t;icle 
lag loss. The gaseous component will b e assumed to be the same as . 
in [ 1 ], with the foll owing properties : 
CF' = 0 . 5 cal/gm°K, R = 0. 11 cal/gm°K , P-r = 0. 74. 
The chamber and exit conditions are 
3500°K , :Ji_ = 66 . 69 . 
-?c-
T he particles a r e to b e aluminum oxide (A.e, 2 0 3 ) with the fol -
l owing properties [5, 6] hi. = 26000 cal / mole= 255 cal/gm, K = 
-H 
0.667, T = 2313°K, C = 0.47 cal/gm°K. With this choice of 
characteristics, Cp = 0. 489 cal/gm°K, R = 0.066 c a l/gm°K , 
o=l. 155, rtz = 1. 00 , :;\T 
-;iy 
=l.11. 
First, the equilibrium flow is calculate d from the result s of 
Section 3: 
~ - /. ?-B~; ..f/o = 'ZI. ~ .> 4o - 4?.5; .-ft = b'-''I 
-
-t:t'"' - -ff'°' ~loF 71= 
{o) /o J fol u, .:::" 34.J .) 14 = 3t.9 .J t/E =3i:{,IY 
(o} o (oJ • _ loJ o 
-r; = z313 /<j 7z .:::. c3/3 k; IE = 2M ... o K 
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Note that the velocity is in C. G. S. he a t units. For the exponential 
pressure distribution, the integrals involved in the first order cal-
culation can be evaluated _in closed form. The first order results 
at stat ion 1 are: 
(IJ (I) 0 
U = JI. s- ,; T;,_ =- as-s I< 
SJ- ) 
- ,,, 
I SJ+ - - 2 2 2 o 
0 
I< 
{ti (JJ 
4?. '°K u,_ 
-
o. 426 J ,,_ = ,,· 
" A,= 3.qz 
~{ff 
= - O. OS-13 Pt luJ 
At station 2: 
{I) 
/I - //.:) ) 
V'"SZ-
0 
= -2'400 k 
/I/ 
fz 
?z{o) == 0.43 j 
3 . ":f 4 
. . A? lo) ;! 111 Since to first order I z = -1J + -;!'-ti , station 2 will be 
shifted to the nozzle exit for ;lv ~ o. I , and a pressure ratio 
L 
In region 3, assuming complete solidification, 
"" 0 
, 
0 ,., 
°::/-4D°K T = z :t ':!) I-< ) AZ ::. 7-9-S- I< j ~ K = Z+ 
ill 
</4o
0
k 
0 K Tsr =- .) Te = 2 bO 
{I/ 
"" 
....., 
lDs~ - //. 2 VE - - '3. ~fr ?<E - - 3.3 I 
Thus, at nozzle exit, taking into account the phas e change, to first 
order: 
'Av J"7. ZY 
L 
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Te 0 A V' 0 - Z I ~o I-< + /o oo K L 
-r;E Z I ~o 
0 I< + Av / q oo 0 1< - L 
If t he phase change is negl ected, the calculations for region 1 
appl y to the whole flow; the results to first order are t hen: 
t,/E -:5 fr. 3 3 
. -;) V' 
0. '7 (. 
-
-L 
tlpE ;;: 36'. 3 3 'Av II.+ {, L . 
T = i?ooo 0 k + .:lv S-9 "I< c L 
T 0 ~v 1010 o K :: 2 o o o I< + /'E L 
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10. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
To recapitulate, the major steps .in: the analysis are: 
{l) the den~onstration of the existence of an equilibrium flow 
for ~s-;:K- MI where the particles and the gas move together without 
velocity and temperature lags; 
(2) the calculation of the first order corrections to the equi -
librium flow for ). v =f. 0 
{3) the correction of the equilibriun~ solution to take into ac -
count the shifts in the boundaries of the zone of solidification; 
{4) the matching of the solutions at the two stations, 1 and 2. 
The. effects of the phase change are quite noticeable in the cal-
culation of the l ast section. For examp l e , the error in the par ticle 
exit temperature, caused by neglecting the pha se change, is 
E1~M+ )vqoo) 0 1-< or225°Kfor ~v=lKl~ 
L L Comparing 
th 
only the 0 order solutions at the exit, it is apparent that 88 per cent 
of the latent h eat r eleased goes into the heating up of the flow, while 
only 12 per cent increases the kinetic energy. 
Looking at the whole flow field, the mo st striking effects are 
the large discontinuities across the bounda ries of the z one of phase 
change. The temperature slip in the zone of phase change is almost 
2t times its value close to the boundaries in regions 1 or 3. The rea-
son for this is clear: the heat released during solidification has to be 
transported by conduction,and so larger temp e rature differences are 
required. The particle temperature Tp is, of course, greater 
than the gas temperature {negative slip) so tha t energy is carried away 
,. / 
from the droplets. The magnitudes of the cons tants A1 and A 2 
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emphasize the importance of correct matching at the boundaries. In 
A/ this particular case, the constant / , found by the matching pro-
cedur e , accounts fo r about 70 per cent of the first-order l iquid frac-
tion at station 2. The constant A; accounts fo r about 80 per cent 
of the fir st- order gas temperature throughout region 2. 
It is clear fro1n the analysis that the first order corrections 
to the equilibrium flow can shift station 2 to the exit. That is, de-
pending on and the pres sure ratio across the nozzle, the 
particles can exit with a fract ion in the liquid state. In that case, re-
gion 3 will not exist, and the analysis can then predict the liquid frac-
tion. It is to be noted that in any case, the analysis will tend to be 
inaccurate for short nozzles and large particle sizes (greater than 2 
microns), when the slip velocities may b e large enough to invalidate 
the Stokes drag law u sed. Corrections for Reynolds numbers much in 
excess of unity can be made as suggested by Marble [7] . 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN PART I 
equilibrium speed of sound 
nozzle area 
specific heat of particles 
specific h e ats of gas 
internal energy of gas per unit mass 
force exerted upon gas by particles, per unit volume 
latent heat of fusion 
therm.al conductivity of gas 
liquid fraction 
length of nozzle 
particle mass 
mass flow rate 
Mach number based on CL 
number density of particles 
pressure 
mixture Prandtl number _ µC,.o 
k 
heat transferred from particles to gas, per unit volume 
gas constant 
temperature of gas 
droplet fr e e z ing temperature 
velocity of gas 
axial distance along nozzl e 
ratio of specific heats for gas 
X- "X1 inner variable; equal to= 
"Av 
or 
~SR-
K = fp/f particle density ratio 
~v velocity equilibration length 
~q thermal equilibration length 
viscosity of gas 
dimensionless length variable - :X: /L 
~ · density of gaseous phase 
(!> diameter of particles 
Superscripts 
EoF~EtFIEzF 0th order, 1st order, 2nd order, etc. 
l'V (1) 
Subscripts 
E 
p 
s 
t 
0 
2. 
values for equilibrium mixture 
st . th 1 order correction to 0 order solution 
total first order quantity 
nozzle exit 
particle 
slip 
throat 
chamber 
station 1 
approaching station 1 from upstream or downstream 
station 2 
approaching station 2 from upstream or downstr eam 
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II. A KINETIC THEORY INVESTIGATION OF 
SOME CONDENSATION - EVAPORATION PHENOMENA 
BY A MOMENT METHOD 
-67-
1. 1 Introduction 
Under many circumstances of technological interest, flow 
fields involving a vapor carrying a small volume fraction of its liquid 
can be greatly affected by the process es of phase change. The flow 
of wet vapors in power cycles utilizing alkali metals as working fluids 
provides examples in both the turbine and condenser flow process es. 
When the time scale of the flo w is short, the dynamics of the 
phase change as sum es cons iderabl~ impo~tance; th~ vapor -pres sure 
equilibrium condition is not satisfied over the scale of droplet spacing. 
Frequently, the question is not one of droplet nucleation but one of 
increas e or decreas e in the sizes of droplets that generally r e tain 
their identity throughout the flow. The radii of these droplets may 
range from much smaller to much larger than the local mean free 
path of vapo r molecules. 
The mechanism and rate of transfer of vapor to and from 
liquid droplets differs completely, d epending upon whether the medium 
is a chemically pure substance or contains an inert diluent gas. In 
the latter case, only a rather small mass fraction of the diluent gas is 
required to make the diffusion mechanism r ate controlling . Then the 
vapor molecules condensing on the liquid surface must diffuse through 
the inert gaseous component and the rate is l ow in comparison wi th 
molecular velocities . For such flux rates, the effects of pha se change 
are of s imilar magnitude as thermal conductivity and v i scosity and , as 
a consequence, do not add novel features. For a pure substance, 
how ever , the flux rates of condensation can take place at nearly 
molecular vel ociti es; the effects become much l arger and take place 
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much more rapidly than those associated w ith diffusive mechanisms. 
The new phenomena that enter the problern are associated w ith this 
extremely short relaxation time. 
At the present time, the forrnulation of this v·apor transfer 
process in a pure substance is incomplete. Figure 4 shows the 
surfac e of a liquid a t temperature ~ in contact w ith its pure 
. vapor, at ambient conditions fi , 7; At the liquid surface, 
molecules are incident ( ~II 7; ) , reflected ( ~I ~F and 
emitted from the liquid E-1~ 
1 
'i;_) . ·Now, on the one hand there 
exists the classical formula of Hertz [ 1 J and Knudsen [ 2 J which 
is valid strictly in the free-molecule regime. It is based upon the 
assumption that molecular flux from the liquid may be computed from 
a Maxwellian distribution at liquid temperature ~ and nuinber 
density corresponding to the saturation pressure -fl. Similarly, 
the flux of molecules from the surrounding vapor to the surface is 
computed from a Maxwellian distribution at the assumed vapor state 
fo , -r;, Now since the Maxwellian mass -flux rate [ 1 J is 
+> /j '?.,1f R-1- , the net condensation rate per unit area is 
the approximation on the right holding for small differ e nces between 
vapor and saturation states. The free-molecule restriction of this 
result is clearly seen in the facts that the source of vapor molecules 
is independent of the molecular flux from the surface and that no 
molecules leaving the liquid are scattered back into the liquid. 
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PURE VAPOR 
LIQUID 
FIGURE4-. THE SURFACE OF A LIQUID IN 
CONTACT WITH ITS VAPOR 
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On the other hand, Marble [ 3 ] has proposed a rough for -
mulation for the condensation from continuum flo w . The Hertz -
Knudsen exchange is retained in the immediate vicinity of the liquid 
surface, but the state from which the vapor molecul es flow is not the 
continumn state of the vapor many mean free paths fro1n the surface . 
Rather this unknow n state (fi 
1 
Ti,) is relate d to the continuum 
state ( ~ 
1 
Tc) by conservation of mass, mo1nentum, and energy . 
This l eads to the three equations: 
~· ~ 
- fc· {,J.c 
f211RT {zrrR7;.. 
z. 
I I 
-!{ - ~ + .f' "'c 
-z-t'i + z 
I -
if /2rrR ~ ~· - ?} /z,,-R 7;_ -f:. -
which, under the as sum pt ion that the differences among vapor stat es 
are not large, gives the mass condensation r ate as 
_!_ ( 02- y \ f c forr R 7C. 
27T z+ ~F 
The state fi I k , howeve r, is not the state of the remote vapor, 
since the former is moving toward the surface and the latter is 
stationary. As a cons equence, the state ~ 1 7";;, is connected to 
the remote vapor state through an is entropic expansion fan, g i ving 
the pre ssure difference 
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where is the sound speed in the remote vapor. 
Then, eliminating the state ft 1 l e under the assumption of 
small state changes, the final form of the condensation mass flow i s 
• rm 
For 
O. qo 9 1 fo / zwR l o 
c."71 
Among several facts concerning this. result, two are of special 
interest. First, the condensation rate depends upon the difference 
between the pres sure and the saturat i on pres sure, not upon the 
coi;responding temperature difference; this is in distinct contrast 
with the Hertz-Knudsen fonnula. Secondl y, and somewhat more 
surprising, the coefficient relating the mass condensation rate 
to the pres sure difference is within 1 0 percent of that which occurs 
in the Hertz - Knudsen formula . These two observations suggest that 
the transition from free - molecule to continuum range has mainly the 
effect of suppressing flux caused by te1nperature difference. 
Such conclusions at this state of deve l opment may, however, 
be somewhat dangerous, not only because theoreti cal investigations 
of this transition regin1e have not been done, but because the con-
tinuum calculation of Marble is based upon a physical model rather 
than deduced directly from kinetic theory. There are questions , 
therefore, about the nature of intermediate vapor stat es near the wall 
and o f the process of "patching" the expansion fan to the quasi-steady 
continuum sol ut i on . Furthermore, the extension from a plane 
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surfac e to a spherical droplet is not at a ll obvious. Clearly, the 
expansion wave plays a different role, if any, since the corresponding 
wave would attentuate at l eas t as the reciprocal radius from the 
sphe re. 
It is the a im of the present work to analyze this problem of 
condensation from the kinetic theory fundarnentals, as nearly as is 
· possible , over the range from free-molecule to continuum flow. The 
· moment method of Maxwell will .b e employed. · Even w ith the 
r ecognized limitation of the technique, it offers the most trac table 
approach to a problem of this degree of complexity. Furthermore, 
the method permits a general tr eatment for all Knudsen nmnbers and 
thus may be checked agains t existing r esults in the asymptotic limits. 
Moreover, the resulting condensation rates may be co1nputed for 
different numbers of moments, the relative ins ensitivity to these 
moments providing further confidence in its accuracy. 
1. 2 S01ne Gene1:a1 Assumptions 
(i) Regarding the governing equations. We shall be con-
c e rned only w ith the vapor, the liquid making its e lf felt only through 
the boundary conditions . It shall be assumed that the governing 
equation is the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation for the one-particle 
distribution function, f 
of + 
-ot 
( 1 ) 
where f is the vector in the molecular velocity space, F is the 
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external force field, and ( of lot )CoL.L.. represents the coll is ion 
integral n) . For the as suinptions involved in the derivation of the 
equation, its range of validity, etc. , we refer the reader to Grad 1 s 
[ 4 J article. This equation will be solved approximately by the 
Maxwell moment rnethod using Lees' [ 5 J approach. This will be 
described in the next section. 
(ii} Regarding the nature of the vapor. It shall be con-
venient to treat the vapor as a pure monatomic gas,· with equation of 
state -j='= fR'T Further, in view of the ·immense simplification 
of the anal ysis, an inverse fifth power law force between the mole-
cules will be assumed. Since at moderate tempe ratures the 
rotational and vibrational energy exchanges between molecules will 
be small, the results should not be too bad for non-monatomic gases 
at moderate temperatures away from the critical point. 
(iii) Regarding the boundary conditions. In the present 
analysis, the accommodation coefficient w ill be taken to be unity. 
This means that every molecule hitting the surface will be absorbed 
by it; it will be assumed, further, that the molecules are re-emitted 
with a Maxwellian distribution corresponding to the liquid temperature 
with zero mean velocity. Since very little is actually known about 
the complex interactions which take place at the liquid surface, 
these restrictions seem justified for a first step i n understanding 
th e phenomena. 
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1. 3 A Brief Description of the Maxwell Moment Method 
The kinetic theory treatment of the vapor phase involves the 
solution of the Maxwell-B°oltzmann equation. Unfo rtunatel y , the 
difficulty in solving this integro-differentia l equation forces us to 
consider approxim.ate indir ec t approaches, e.g., assume approximate 
forms for the collision integral, or solve the equations of transfer 
rather than the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation its elf, etc . Here the 
Maxwe ll moment method as developed by Lees will be used. A brief 
description of the method follows; the reader is referred to Lees' 
[ 5, 6 J original papers for details. 
Often, in fluid mechanics, one is not particul arly interested 
in the velocity distribution function itself, but in certain lower 
moments of it, such as mean veloc i ty, mean te1nperature, etc. In 
such cases, instead of seeking exact solutions of the Maxwell-
Boltzmann equation, one can sol ve the transport equation for the 
lower moments. In this way one satisfies the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
equation in some average s ense . 
The general transport equation can be oerived in a number 
of ways, either dir ectly or fro1n the Boltzmann equation. Let flE~D-F 
b e any function of the velocity components of a particle. The general 
equation for the rate of transport of Q, can be obtained directly 
by considering the various sources of change in the amount of Q., 
in a fixed volume. The rate of increase of Q. per unit volume, 
lf fSlE~FfEr~ f~ t)ol F must equal the sum of : 
(i) the rate of change due to the flux of particles crossing the 
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bounding surface of the volUDle, K[fff~otfz 
(ii) the effect of external forces and curvature of the coordinate 
system .on particle acceleration, given by 
/!{-in- - (3 "'f) J. Vr ~ df 
(iii) th.e effect of collisions given by: 
(163) 
The resulting equation is Maxwell's integral equation of 
transfer: 
(164) 
This is the basic equation for the present inves tiga tion. We 
note that the gas dynamic conservation equations are obtained by 
setting & to be successively the collisional invariants of mass 
{~:K tm) , momentum { 6; =: fm ~~F , and energy {'9.= fin ~fzF , 
for which ~ ~ = 0 . 
The procedure then is as follows: 
(i) Represent the distribution function f (rJ f, £) by M 
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arbitrary functions F;, ( 7 / t") of space and time, select ed in 
such a way that the essentia l physical fe atures o_f the problem are 
preserved . 
(ii) Take f1 appropriate choi ces of & in equation (164) t o 
derive M mo1nent equations . 
(iii) Substitute f = j { ~ E~ i )/ f} and sol ve the M 
first order partial differential equations for the unkno wn functions 
~ (r, t) 
(iv ) Once the boundary and/ or initial conditions are satisfied 
one can hope that { { ~ {r, -/;), f} represents J (r, f, i) 
in some fashi on; 1nor e important that the lower moments such as 
~1 Y / .f' d erived from f { J=M, f} are approximations to 
those derived frorn the correct distribution function, f 
It is clear that this procedure i s similar to the integral 
methods used for boundary layers . Rather than satisfying the 
Maxwell-Boltzmann equation point by point, one satisfies it in 1 so1ne 1 
u ndefined average sense. Though it is hard to make any definite 
statement in a dvance , it would seem that 'better' solutions would be 
obtained by using mo re moments (larger M 's ). 
The choice of the arbitrary functions fh i s not rigid . One 
is guided by the b as i c requirements for the di s t r ibution function to 
b e employed in the moment method : (i) it must have the ' two s ided' 
charact er essential to rarefied flows , (ii) its form must be such tha t 
the boundary conditi ons are eas ily applicable, (iii) it must be capabl e 
of providing a smooth trans ition from rar e fied flow to the Navier-
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Stokes regime. 
The above require1nents are well satisfi.e d, for the present 
investi gation, by Lees' 1 two-strea1n 1 Maxwellian (Fig . 5) • In 
body coordinat e s all outwardly directed particle velocity vec tors 
lying w ithin the "cone of influence" (r egion 1 in Fig. 5) are described 
by J = f, where : 
- I_, ~ f m (rt) f [~-~KErIt-Fzz} 1 
- [z 11 R T; ( r, t )j 31' - 2 RT, ( Y, -I:) 
and region 2 (a ll other f ) by: 
(165b) 
wh e r e rn I , rnz, 7; J Tc I u I and IA z ar e t en initially undeter-
mined functions. (It is not necessary to use a ll t en functions.) With 
the correct c hoic e of these functions the free inolecule limit can be 
d e scribed exac tly for diffuse re- emission. The boundary condition 
and transition requirement are also satisfied. 
2. The Steady State Spher i cal Droplet 
2. 1 Formulation of the Problem 
Consider a s pher i cal liquid droplet of r adius Ya , temperature 
T0 in equilibrium w ith its pure vapo r. The n, neglecting s urface 
energy corrections, the vapor would be at a t emp erature To and 
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pressure ft where fl is the saturation vapo r pres sure 
corresponding to -r;: . Now suppose, for instance; · that the 
temperature of the droplet is suddenly changed to 
Now we ask, is there a steady state condition with net condensation 
on to or evaporation from the droplet? We shall neglect the growth 
. of the droplet and the latent heat effects, i.e., the mathematical 
proble1n will be a droplet with a . straw to suck . out the condensing. 
fluid. This model will b e a good one if the calculated growth rate 
is sma ll compared to the radius lo 
In order to k eep the formulation as simple as possible, we 
choose to d escribe the distribution function f for the vapor 
molecules by a two stream Maxwellian with four unknown functions. 
Referring to Fig. 6a: 
f, in 1 
(166) 
The four unknown functions m, I T, I mz J .-;, are 
. functions of -Y- only becaus e of spherical symm e try and the 
assumed steady state. 
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The "cone of influence" and regions 1 and 2 are defined 
precisely through Figs . 6a and 6b. At the physical point P 
position vector I the molecular velocity vector . 'f' . h as 
compone nts ( ~-v 
1 
'f 9 1 ~¢F where: 
~IKK - f Ca-:1 v-
S 9 - ~~er Co?rt: 
fs6 = 
(16 7) 
When the direction of f is in the outward cone it is in 
region l. That is, if (-;- - o() is the angle between the radius 
vector r to P and the rays defining the cone at P 
and 
ii - o( 
z 
lf-o1<cr<11 z 
-ro/r 
defines region 1 
defines region 2 
Equation (166) can then be rewritten: 
f,(-r; r) 
(168) 
(169) 
(170) 
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With the distributio n furiction defined in this fashion the 
various mean ~uantities like density, t empe r ature , stress , etc., can 
be evaluated in terms of the .four unknown functions • . One notes tha t 
the volume element in velocity space can be w ritten: 
df 
(1 71) 
Then if G {f,) is any function of the velocity components, the 
mean value, < ~> (r) , can be written : 
+ 
co 71 271 
+ff;~~ ('-<ZM.troffo!crolrz: 
ot.,,. -c<) o 
z 
example from the kinetic theory definition (Appendix 
(1 72) 
For 
I) of density, f 
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For future convenience define: 
(175) 
Thus: 
All other flo w quantities can be similarly evaluated in terins 
of m, J /n2 I -r; J / 2 • 
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2. 2 The Mon1ent Equations 
In the absence of ext ernal forces the tin~e independent mo1nent 
equati on with spherical syn1metry takes the form: 
- (1 77) 
where 6l i s any function of the co1nponents of the particle velocity 
and ~ ~ is the rate of change of t;J produced by particle 
c ollisions. For Maxwell particles it can be shown [ 5 J th.at : 
.LJ tv 0 f oY ~ = rmIfc=/~nnfz 
(1 78) 
~C d-~K f qy & /r>'t 5-.. -e - ":>t< /A :11< 'f 
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where are 
the thermodynamic pressure, viscosity coefficient and the heat flux 
vector respectively. 
Since we have four arbitrary functions m, f.-r) , T, (r) 
and 'z (-y) defining the distribution function w e need 
to use four moment equations : the three conservation equations plus 
one higher moment. In this case it· s ee1ns approp1•iate to use the 
moment corresponding to the radial heat flux. · Thus, setting 
~ = fin ' (n1 f-y rm ~h and rm ~"f ~K1z respectively 
the following four mo1nent equations are obtained : 
(a ) ~ f-r"j rm f;. ol f' - o 
(1 79) 
0 
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where V is the mean r adial velocity. It is easy to show from the 
kinetic theory definitions (App. I) that (1 79a, h, c) are just the 
equations of mass, radia l momentum, and energy conservation: 
(b) dv )V o{-y 
Equations (1 79a, b, c, d} are then our required moment 
equations. 
2. 3 Boundary Conditions 
For the steady state problem that we are considering, the 
gas far from the sphere should be uniform with : 
-r--=c- oO (1 81) 
Under the as surnptions made regarding the acco1nmodation 
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coefficient, surface energy, etc ., all that is know n at the drople t 
surface is the outward part of the distri bution function . The 
molecules fro1n the droplet are at the t e mperatur e of the droplet 
TL their number density is assumed to be equal to the nmnber 
density (nL corresponding to the equilibrium condition at -r;_ 
We note that mL and ~ do, indeed, constitute two boundary 
conditions for the vapor; for a given T'- the value of rn,_ will 
d epend on the liquid concerne d. This boundary condition i s 
p arti cul arly easily represented by the assumed form of the 
distribution function: 
T, {-y) 
rn, (,) (182) 
2. 4 The Linearized P r oblem 
Equations (1 79a, b, c, d) together with the bounda ry conditions 
(1 81 ) and (182) will prov id e the solution to the problem . However, in 
order to ge t an analytically tracta ble solution for small d e viations 
from equilibrium, a perturbation soluti on is attempte d . We can 
write : 
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m, (r) 
-
fno [i ''' '2 (z) J + A NI (-r) .+- A NI (-r > -+ - . . . 
-r. {y) To [1 + {11 (- 2th} J A I: I ,. ) + A I (-r) + -- . 
rn-z (-r) ~ '" ::r ,., ( J fY7o I+ AN, {-r) + NZ r)+··· . (183 ) 
Tz (7) - [ t "' { " (-..) ( ) J J: I + A z -r) + ::\ tz 7 + ·., · 
Here A is a perturbation parameter t o indicate non-
equilibrium: when ~:=l ) and 
to give the required steady state Maxwellian. 
The mean flow quantities can now be evaluated to all orders of A 
It is convenient to introduce the followi ng notation: 
N ti) (-y) == Nm N <•l (II (IJ (I) 
I + . N - N - N 
.... 
2. :> - - I -z 
-t-;' (-r) t (II t Cl I t_'''(-r) = 
t (1;_ t (I) 
I + z I z 
-
) 
(184) 
.and similarly for the second order quantities. For brevity, the 
complete list of flow quantities to second order has b ee n l eft to an 
appendix, with only a few presented h ere: 
(a) { ,,, '' 'J ...!.N -~k + 2. + z -
+ ~z {...!.. N(z )_ 2:. N(?.) I_,. -.. . ] 
2 + z - s 
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(b) v 
( 
(17 I t- (1)) (i N Cl) ~ (I) ) 
+ N_ + z - z ~ - 2 I\/_ + 
l ( (II I CIJ CIJ L C•I ~ fz.) I t(z)/ ] 
+ z N, c, - N2 c, .I+ N_ + 2 - J + .... ... (1 ssi 
(c) f - f RT . 
== j& f 1- ~ { ~ N:"- ; k~DD + ; ED~ ; t_ ''] + 
~~{ (1--x-z/·( {II I t,,,..,2 ft--x) N (l//;(11 + - N +- - _1+ - I I +-6.Tr - z 2 
'i+ x ) c11t.c•> I N (z) -x N (z) 
+!!__N z+- -- _+ 2 z 2 + 2 
+ ; t~"F- ; t_<z>l + ·---···· J 
where (1 86) 
We note that when A= 0, V= o , f'.= fa• -jJ= fl • 
etc. The scheme i s therefore consistent . 
2. 5 First Order Solution 
Using the perturbation scherne of the previous section, the 
mo1nent equations (1 79a, b, c , d) to order A reduce to: 
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N ,., 
_L t~fF \''' {a) 
- + 2 - ;:. 
(1 J t ,,, {I} 
{b) N-+ -+ - ·c 
-+ 
(187) 
(c ) t (II (1 I :; - - 2 N_ ==- B t11 
-r ~ E~ t'") lo ~ -To (1) {d) 
-
B 
-d-r 2 + 3 (S j'o ( 
Thes e equ ations a r e id enti cal t o those obtained i n [ 6 J. 
The boundary conditi ons (1 81 ) and (1 82 ) to first order b ecome: 
<a> Fc-y r ~ oa 
~f ~f t-z. -t>- 0 I N2 ~ 0 
(18 8 ) 
(b) Fa-r Y= lo t (11_ Ti_-Ta L>T I - -ATa -;\To 
N'o = m'- _ (T1a 
-
.,6()1 
' 'A fY7o ';l/tlo 
W e note that: 
Yo -?o lo~oqa lo I (1 89 ) 
-
- - --(3j'o •t Z io 4 Km fc7i RT;, fo f 0 (2 R ·~FD 
If" 
where f 0 is the undisturbed mean free path and Km i s the 
Knudsen number based on the droplet diame ter . Inte grating 
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equations (1 8 7) and applyi ng the boundary conditions (1 88 ) we have: 
t 10/ )- ~ / t• 1 1 '") 1 ro ''} ~ (a) tr == -A+-13 +~-1P ·~ 
I 4- 8' 3o f
0 
?-
(II 
(b) -t; (,) - I 
3o 
(I} B. n 
r 
Yo 
-3o fo 
(I) -r;. B. 0 
f 
E~+PK r.) LIT (' 2 -r.) L\/I! (1) To .ATo + - +- -4 15 Z JS- lo /Im .. A= E~ + 3 To) 20 
,f" 
B (I) "::/- Llf 
(2 3 ~F -fo -+- -s f o 
NoTE L1p LJT ,6 f1't 
- +-
-f'o lo fYlo 
(1 90) 
(1 91) 
(1 92) 
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From (185b) the evaporating m·ass flux is given to first order by: 
~v 
'''( )z AA -ro 
r-
Thus at the surface of the droplet to first order: 
mo~oqK: 
2' 71 
Fo /cTTRlo 
271 
3 
zo 
(-/ 2 Y.)!Y: I 2 +IS fo '17o - 4-
(i + _L Yo) Zo .fo 
This is precisely the result that was sought: 
L17-
-To 
given -r: 
• 
(1 93) 
-f'o and _a T and ~ -f' the mass evaporati on or condensation 
rate is determined for all Knudsen numbers. We note that all the 
forinulas seem to hold for both positive and n egative Llj>, .L\ T, 
iKeK~ the problem seems to be well formulated for both evaporation 
and condensation. 
In Fig. 7 the dependence of the coefficients of il~ / 1~ 
and LlT /lo on the ratio ro/ fo is shown. The coefficient 
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changes little .with Yo J fo but the coefficient 
vanishes for (Y0/f0) ~ dJ The two limiting 
cases are to be noted: 
(i) Free molecule limit {l<m -
(194) 
This agrees exactly with the Hertz-Knudsen fonnula. 
(ii) Continuum limit 
Zlo 
0 .14-2 P fzrtRT;. ~El 95 ) 
Jo "{?, 
Thus in the continuum limit the mass flux is proportiona l 
to the difference in pressure alond 
These two cas es w ill b e discussed in detail l ater. 
2. 6 The Solution to Second Order 
The first order solution of the previous section gives us most 
of the information that we seek. The r easons for carrying out the 
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calculation to higher order are twofold: (i) to de1nonstrate the 
consistency of the p erturbation sche1ne and (ii) _ to see how the 
2. 
mass flux depends on products like (Llf') LJp.L1 T , etc. 
This w ill enable us to s ee the difference in behavior between 
evaporation and condensation. 
From equations (1 79a, b, c, d) the moment equations for 
.the second order quantities are : 
. (z) 
. { (z.) (z)) I { ML"' '"t:'") fE!;-DDD~ t-_'''a)= A 
(a) N _ + t t _ + Z N 1 L 1 - N2 z - 8-' 1 z / 
(196) 
(c) ..£__ N - -x3 N + t - -x 3 t_ + ft-x3) 1\J, t, + (i + x) N., ~ [i {-z) (-zJ (z) {£) <•• N 3\ •••<ij o/y + - ..,. ~ 
( I/ t-.'' 1)1 
N2 2 !J = o 
(d) 
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+.£ 
- "'Tf 
2 ~ (2.) f{z.) /If {IJ (1//(1} 
-fo(l. xt/-;>t:) F N_ +-3 _ +3 N, ~ + 3 ~ G + 
I . ] 
-1- 3 /:'''z_ ~ 1:-_01z 
2 I C Z 
. ,f?, 2 ( J {I} (I) ~ d /. ~ \ ( L (1 I (I) 
= ___c:. - - - H+ - 3" N_ . .El:: (I- x2:.; ':f 1;_ - z N_ _ 
. /o 3 Z Z ?JT 
- 3: H (!.-?< <J f !: ( N, '"t D~ "'2 "'!: "') + '7: ft''':: 1 ,;,.)-!-
3 271 l;,.. I z I{, I < 
,,, (I/ A z s- (I) I '!I 
-1- N + J. I:- - (:t. -1) N_ - - t +- _ / :s -x + ~ 'j) t + r ;0 (I} )II - z - z 4 -r z t-z J -
+ - ~ L_ - Z /\/_ / ( L (
2 J (zJ) } 
4 
-1- fa f! fl- x z) {( N _111 + ~ f ~"F (; (x ~ 1) N _''>.,_ ~t__D} l 
Zn . ] 
( t ) 
In the above equat ions the four u nknowns are N 1 , 
-J- (2.) N (2.) i: E~F N {IJ 
c,,. 1 , 2 , and z . The f irs t ord er quantiti es 1 
t (I} 1 , e t c . are known functions of 1 fr o1n (1 90) . It is to be 
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noted that the change of viscosity with temperature was taken into 
account in deriving (l 96d). The boundary conditions for the second 
order quantities are: 
(a) F6Y' 
(b) At 
. 
-
t {z.) z~a 
t (ZJ I = o I 
c~1 NZ__.._ 0 
k~"1 = o 
(197) 
The details of the simple but tedious calculation are given in 
Appendix III. For the present purposes the only important result is 
the value of the constant 
( G Yo ) fz> 4+-~ A= s Po 
{I) {1) 
A{2.) : 
~ + _!_ Yo ::!.!.!!:. -:- ..,.. 3) A 
[ ( ~ (•lZ 52 IS fo l2fr 16 + 
(198) 
where A and B are defined by (191, 192). We note that the 
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solution is again good for the whole range of Knudsen nurn.ber. To 
second order the radial mass flux is: 
f V (1 99) 
From (198) and (191 ), in the continuum limit ( -;: ~ cD) 
A(ll -~ I B ''!__,... 0 (200) 
From (19 9), (200) and (201) the mass flux at the droplet surface, in 
the continuum lin1it, to second order is: 
Thus the mass flux in the continuum limit depends only on 
Llf, to second order. Also the asymm_etry in '1f' says that for 
a given /Af' / more fluid will evaporate than condense. Thus the 
difference between evaporation and condensation arises in the second 
order. 
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3. The One Dimensional Transient Problem 
3, 1 Formulation 
Every steady state pheno1nenon is, in actual fact, the 
asymptotic limit, for large time, of some transient phenomenon, 
In the steady state solution obtained for the droplet, we implied 
uniform conditions far from the droplet. In actual fact pressure 
(and other) waves generated by sudden changes at the surface trav.el 
outward. But in a spherical gem.netry these waves die off at least as 
_, 
fast as 1 , and become infinitesimally weak far away. In order 
to understand this b e tter, it is of interest to consider a transient 
problem, In order to avoid the mathe1natical complexity of the 
spherical geometry, the plane one dimensional problem will be 
considered. 
Consider an infinite, plane sheet of liquid at temperature 
-r:, , in e quilibrimn w ith its pure vapor at temperature Ta and 
pres sure fa , the equilibrium vapor pres sure at To At some 
instant the temperature of the liquid is suddenly changed to 
This is the transient problem to be s tudied . 
Let the distribution function f (1::11 f, £-) of the vapor 
molecules be defined (Fig. Sb) by the two stream Maxwellian: 
1i = m, ~I _ ~r _ ..... ~-IKKo r ( -t-) t ~DOK J [c Ti RTj { D::1I-tgz P1~ z ff 7j /y,t) 
(2 03) 
£-
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where are four unknown functions of 'J- and 
t- . 
The mean flow quantities are now given by: 
For example: 
-.-<> - A:> -..o 
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3. 2 The Exact and Linearized Equations and Boundary Conditions 
In the abs.ence of external forces, the general moment 
equation (164) for the present geometry takes the· form 
(206) 
Setting $. to b e equal to the three collisional invariants 
rm , rm ~ and rrn s/z. and equa1 to rr.i _ 1'j ffz for the heat 
flux moment, we get the equations: 
(a) 
(b) ) 3v oV 0 ~D;1 -- +fV ~ D o-t -oJ 
(2 07) 
(c) ££_ -+-~ (-rv) + .£. d'l1t z Pu ov 0 
-- ~~ - -
-at C>j 3 at 3 od 
The first three are again just the f amiliar continuum 
cons ervat i on equations. 
The initial and boundary conditions are : 
(a ) Fo-r 'j ~ D 1 f ~ o • , 
.. 
-1 02 -
(b ) F<JY !f ~ DO 1 atf -/,,- ; T - To / f -'i- j:. ,. yf~ O (208 ) 
(c) FO'Y 'J - 0 .1 
. T h e second condition stat es that all flow quantiti e s approach 
the ambi ent state far from the liquid surface . The third condition 
implies diffuse re-emis s ion fro1n the liquid at a known t e1nperature 
and number density (or pressure) . 
For small changes in conditions , we seek a perturbation 
solution : 
(a ) mI{~It:F mo [I + ) N 1 ('j, t) + ME~OFz 
(b) (}')z ( lj It) 
-
fYlo [i + A N 'Z f'd, i:) + 0 E~OFz 
o E;"F~Fz (209) (C) T. { y t t) To [1 +A t ,{y,-t) + 
-
(d ) '2 (LJ,t) To [i + ~ t , ('<J, -1: ) + 0 E~~Fz 
where A is again a perturbation parameter to specify non 
equilibriu1n . Only first order qua ntities will be cons idered, w i th the 
superscripts left out. The mean flow quantities (Appendix IV) can 
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then be evaluated; for exampl e: 
(a) f = )o D + A · ~ k~ + - - · · 1 
(210) 
(d) 'Jj = 11! {;. { 7- t_ - 2 N_ I + . - - . ] 
Clearly for A = O we get equilibriu1n as desired. 
Substituting these into the mom e nt equations (207): 
(211) 
{c) 'C> lBN+ +3 f--1-) + _E ..£. C;.N_ -f (. f_] = 0 o t- L ~ 71 o!:J L ~ 
i 
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The above four ni.oment equations are identical to those 
obtained in [ 7 J • The boundary conditions (208b, c ) are now: 
. 
. 
t, = AT -- ,N, = /lTo 
(212) 
{Y/L. - ma ...a ()1 
For future convenience we non-diinens ionalize th e variables: 
J (21 3 ) 
where 'l;f is the mean free time. 
In dimensionless forin the pertinent moment equati ons are : 
I 
Z7T 
0 
(b) 2-. ~ N_ + t--.J + .E.. (N + t-+] = o orL/; a3L· + 
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(21 4 ) 
(c) .E_ r;N+ +3t]+ -' 0 '4-N + t,t_]= o ot:L<.J . 7To!:IL' - . 
{cl) l~ f4N_ + ~ t-] +; ~ {s-Af+ +tot]+ 1~ p t--zN-] 
0 
3 . 3 A Solution by the Method <.;>f Laplace Transforrns 
The Laplace transform [ 8 J technique is partic ularly 
suitable for the solution of the system of linear, first ord e r partial 
differ e ntial equations (214), with boundary conditions (212 ). Define 
the Laplace transforrn with zero initial conditions: 
0 
lh 
s 'f (215) 
(c) I 
~- ,·"° 
where 'lf' is the largest real part of all singularities . 
Applying the transform to equations (214), the transforme d 
equations are: 
I 
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(a) d~ fa ;:;_ + l. J + 27/S ;;;_,_ o 
(b) ~ { N+ + i;_} -1- s {z N_ + l__ J = o 
. (2 1 6 ) 
(d) ~ [;, N_, + 10 l+} + (rrs - :) N_ + {rz s + :") t_ = 0 
Assmne sol uti ons to thes e linear equations in ':J of the 
fonn: 
- EKKKcF~ ~ . . w ~ 
k+E~ IsF~ A(s,w)e ,; N_= S(s,w) e -
(2 1 7 ) 
Subs t i tuti ng (21 7 ) i n to (21 6 ): 
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21TS Ztv 0 A 
2.S s 6 
0 
z-rrs 4W 3TTS 6W c (218) 
s~ (gs - ;) IOW {i2s + :") .D 
The deterininant for W can be rewritten : 
Z1TS 0 0 
0 0 s 
-
0 
0 
- 2"W 3TrS 0 
(21 9) 
~Dpt (-16 S- ~rrF 0 (-10s - ~F 4 . 
Or: 
4 /_ n) z 37T2 3 / zn) t0 - z /Is ( z s + T w + - s (4 s ·{- 3 = D (220) 
. 5 
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The quadratic in W 2 is eas ily solved to give four roots: 
tKgII~ 
:= - fs(-; +zs) + · · 'j Yz 715 /112.r /{,II "32 2 I z 2 ( 9 /S- s + 5 s) (221) 
The positive roots tKKg~ and &...>,,,_ are rejec t ed by the 
boundedness condition (21 Za ), for !:/ ~ e>O • 
For each W equations (21 8 ) can be solved to g i ve: 
(a ) B(s) = b(s). A{s) = -[r::;w"+ Z1TS (zs .,_ I[)l A(s) 
w(;6s + e;) J 
<bl C (s) = c (s) A [s) = f::? + !?'tu b{s)] A (s) (223) L 31fS 
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From (217) and (223) the tr ansformed variables are: 
,_ (,...), '::J G...Jz ~ 
(a) N-l- E~fsF = A. e -+AZ e -
(b} N_ ( '1 s) 
-1 
(224) 
t.J, y t.c.12' ~ 
d, Ai e - + ol2 ·A2 e -
We need to solve, now, only for A, {s) and AC'(>) . 
From the boundary conditions (212b) at the liquid surface ( lj = o ): 
(b) 2 NI { Lj = 0 ) = N + ( j ~ 0) + N_ ( ':1 = 0) 
(1 + b, ) A I + (1 -4- b2 ) A z --
where: 
j N,L. = 
Solving for A, ( S) and Az ( S) 
(225) 
2 N,'-
s: 
(226) 
(a) A 1 {s) 
2 
s 
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By substituting (22 1) and (223) into (227), the transformed 
variables (224) can be written down simply as functions of S , 
In principle then thes e can be inverted 
(227) 
to give the solutions for a ll ti1n e . However, our inter est lies mainly 
in the wave pattern and mass flux rates for large time. W·e therefore 
seek solutions in the large time limit. 
By inspection the origin is the singularity with the l argest 
real part. For fixed !:1 , large time corresponds to S small 
[ 8 J one therefore expands the transformed variables in power 
series in S Keeping only highest order terms: 
(a) ~IEsF 
(228) 
(b} t...J2 (s) - /i1 S -1- o(s) 
Since 
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7T r:: 
- -"s Y e fi - this 
transform l eads to a solution that is diffusive in charac t er . But 
- n;;r s ':I vs:. -e e g i ves a shift o f the form: 
[t-k~z - J [t-/V Y_] ~ K . S° /Z11R10 . 
- ~[t- ~ 1 _!_ lt- J_] 
'Cf Ir f?To re ao 
3 "J (229 ) 
where ao::: /!>RT;. i s the is entropic speed of sound. This is 
3 
exactly as i n [7 J . 
Similarly by n egl ecting higher order terms: 
(a ) b, (s) 
(b) C1 (s) 
(c) c4{s) 
(e ) C2 (s) 
3./3 rs+---
z 
- I 
z 
3 
+ .. . . 
+ . . - . . 
(230) 
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(g) A, {s) 2 [(1+ 7-/Af )t,L -E~+gf ~ )N,J 
[- (i + "=1 rr ff_)- (3.. +.!.!... rs=)] +·-· YJ6n 3 4 JZ°il s 
2 [t;L + . N"_] . . . 
- - -+ - --
s o~ + :ar) +fi+ 71::: )J 
F rom equati on (21 Ob , c ) we h ave t o fi rst orde r : 
v{s) 21!_ [ N_ + -t t_ ] 
z-n z 
- A f ~bI +; ci,)A I e wI~ { bz +ol.) Az e ""·~ 7 (232 ) 
z II L\ z. J 
-11 3 -
The r e l evan t inve r s ions are: 
I - a./S 
- e rs --""'"" 
-as { 
t:' ~--D~ 0 
s 
az 
--
e 4~ 
f 0"7' o < t: <a 
Thus for large time the solutions are: 
where 
(2 33 ) 
(234 ) 
(235) 
<t:<ffY 
(236 ) 
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d; J s- 2 ~? (23 7) ·-z 3 ( s-+""It;) -/70 3 iJ- b iT 
ffi u;.&) A m {i ""Afr)'"] 
~ (3 J"3 
c : +-;. 6 TT fl'lo - I + ?' 6 77 To 
(238) 
zrr z ( ~ + q7T ~F 3 ~ 6 71 
2 (239 ) 
It is clear fro1n the above equations that the l arge time 
soluti on is composed to two parts - a diffusive part and a wave part.· 
The d iffusive part vani shes rapidly away from the plate, l eaving a 
p ure l y i nviscid solution. On the other hand, the pure wave 
t r avelling at the is entropic sound speed 
rs::; 
- J 31\ 10 never dies 
o u t. From (235 ), it is seen that the p ressur e is composed onl y of 
the wave part. For , the evapor ation-condensation 
rate at the liquid surface is given by: 
t. 
-11 5-
-
-
(240) 
Compal'ing with (195) for the spherical droplet, we see that 
in the continuum limit the mass fluxes are almost the same both in 
form (rv L:lj>/..fo ) and magnitude (0. 148 compared with O. 142 ). 
Detailed discussion will be left to the last section. 
The large tirne solutions obtained here are valid only when 
!:J is held fixed. For solutions near the wave front one would have 
to use the method of steep es t d e sc e nt or the method due to 
Whitham [I 959, Comm. Pure Appl. Math., g ] This is not 
necessary !or our purposes. In the nex t section we e x amine a 
1
·quasi-steady state solution'. 
4. One Dim ensional Qua si-Steady Sta t e Solution 
4.1 Formulation 
We saw in the last section that the large time solution, for 
the one dimensional problem, .was essentially composed of a 
uniform steady state and a pure inv iscid wave tha t neve r r eally 
di e d out. We a sk ourselves, can we solve the steady state moment 
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equations, patch on a wave and get the same result as the transient 
solution? It is not really obvious that this can be done, since we 
do not know the details of the .transient solution. or of the wave. 
To bring up a point that will b e discussed later, one cannot be sure 
that this can be done for both evaporation and condensation. 
In order to investigate this possibility the follow ing 
programme is suggested: 
(i) Solve the 'stea dy state' mo1nent equations wi th known 
boundary conditions at the liquid surface but with uniform (pressure 
= --Pc, , temperature = 1;' ) but unknown conditions far away . 
(ii) Patch on a pure wave to connect the ' steady solution' with 
the known uniform conditions, fi and To at infinity . Thus fi. 
Tc , DP~I AT and the evaporation rate will be connected to 
~ and lo through the wave. 
If the above scheme yields the answer for large time of the 
transient problem, we will have gained a better understanding of the 
phenomenon. 
As in the prev ious section, the two stream Maxwellian 
defined by (203) with foul". initially unknown functions m, (':;f)' 
will be used. Dropping out the 
time dependence from equations (207) we have the requir ed moment 
equations: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) d (-'?v) + ~ 
dj I 
(d) 
-11 7-
"2. 
-3 
The first three of the above equations can be integrated 
immediately to give the usual conservation equations: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Equations (24la, b, c, . d) can therefore be reduced to a 
(241) 
(242) 
single first order non-linear equation for one of the function s m, (y), 
T, {':}), etc. However, we shall again seek a perturbation solution 
-11 8-
for small disturbances from eq~ilibriumK 
We can write: 
(b) -f IY) /. \ (I) -j/o ( I + /I --T' + (243 ) 
(c) V ( ':f} {3 (I) V "'_,. ::l .._ V (z / + , ) · 
etc . 
where the superscripts refer to the orders of the quantities . Of 
(1) {I) 
course ) , ? , (1 ) / , t,"' { y ) etc. are functions of l\J, (';J) 
etc . as given in Appendix IV or equations (21 0 ), e.g. : 
(I} I ( I ) ( (11 N (I )) (a) f - N+ N , + z c 2 
(244 ) 
(I/ I ( N ' " t;'') I ( N,<''+ "' t {I} t (I/) (b ) 
-f - - -1- + - N z +- I + Z 2 z 
Now by direct substitution of (243) i nto the conservation 
e q uations (242) , it is easy to show ( App . V ) that : 
,,, 
CVy = 0 
( 2 ) )% (245) 
i. e. , the heat flux is zero to first order and to second order is as 
given above. This result will be used l ater. 
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The boundary conditions. for the steady state solution are: 
{a) 
~-qo LlT <ti 
;1 ro - ;:rro ) 'Yi = 
{b) Fn- :t -v- tX1 I 
We note that fl and ~ are the uniform pressure and 
velocity behind the wave. 
{246 ) 
The linearized moment equati ons for the problem, derived 
from {241 ), are to first order: 
{a) 1t[zN_ + t_J 0 
{b) _0_.[N+ + t+] 0 01 
{247) 
{c) ~ [- N_ + 7 t_J 0 2 
;§-L ~kI_ + ID t+] 2. _::&___ [-+ t_ - z N_] { <l ) -3 Pf0 
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The first three equations state that to first order the velocity, 
pres sure, and heat flux are constant. These can be integrated 
im1nediately to give: 
(a} ZN_ + t_ 13, 
(b) 
'"+ + t:+ 13.z (248) 
(c) 
- N- +-1 t; _ B.3 2 
t+ B+ - 4 :±'!!- B3 'j 5N+ + /0 -(d) .3 P/o 
From (248d) we note that 13 = 0 3 for finiteness, i.e., the 
heat flux inust be 0 to first order. This leaves three constants 
13 J , 8 2 , B4 to satisfy four conditions (246), i.e., the problem 
seems overspecified. 
At this juncture it is instructive to examine the simple one 
dimensional h e at convection problem. This is treated in detail in 
Appendix VI. It can be seen there that oO is .a singular point for 
the equations and that a perturbation solution will break down. The 
singular perturbation can be treated by the method of inner and outer 
expansions [ 9 J . 
The equations (241) that we are dealing with here are very 
similar to the continuum heat .convection equations. It seems 
reasonable to expect that, as in the continuum case, an 'inner-
outer' expansion technique will overcome the difficulties encountered. 
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Equations (24 7a, b, c, d) are the n take n to be the inner equations . 
Equa tions (248) are the n the inne r solution: 
(a ) 7. 1"1 _ ( ':! ) + t _ ( 'j ) == 131 
(b) N+ {1.J) + t -+ {'-j ) -:: 84:: 
(249 ) 
(c ) - N _(lj) +: f;_ {1;1) ~ 0 
{d} s- ~ ('.1 ) + / 0 t+ ('j) - 8 4 
4 . 2 Steady State Oute r Solution and Matching 
Let rp be the outer var iabl e d e fin e d by: 
I (2 50) 
Assume, ?-gain, p e rturba tion expansions of the form: 
rn,(nz > ( '""\ (r J ) 2 C2> / ) rn 0 I + /\ N, (rrz ) + / I N, ( nz ) + .... 
(2 51 ) 
e tc. 
Noting tha t the algeb raic equations should be identical t o the 
inner e qua tions by the matching condition, the outer e quations are : 
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(a) 2 N_ {rrz) + t_ ("?) - B, 
(b) N+ (!>'() + t+ ('7_) - 8 2 
(2 52) 
( c) 
- N_ (t>t) + : t_ ('7) = o 
(d) I fo (34 £._ r5 l'i+ ("'{) + Io t+ (i>f )] = - : cit :Q 
z ~rr-z otrr;_ Lo:: / 
But from (2 45 ) 
{z) fl)[ (JJ '"] 
'% = --if'fi V 3? -Sf' 
I (l}[ 3 t N ] =-z-f~s ~+- + (2 53) 
(I} ~ 
where V = - . B, 47T , is the velocity perturbation. Thus 
(252b, d) and (25 3 ) y i e ld: 
Integ rating we h ave the outer solutions: 
(IJ 
t i z. {+"~vmw <a) + c~F = S:- Bz + C ~ 3 /of . c. 5 
(c) C_ { r1{) 
(d) N_ {r>t_) 
I 
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(2 55) 
To the above outer solution we apply the boundary conditions 
(246b): 
FOY 
(2 56) 
B' . 
41fVc 
(2 57) 
We also note from (255a) that for the finiteness of the 
temperature field we require: 
(I) 
v < 0 (2 58) 
This means that the ' steady state' problem is properly posed 
only for condensation . The solution obtained above is now clearly 
like the convection solution (Appendix VI). The velocity has to 
oppose the temperature gradient to maintain a finite temperature 
infinitely far away. 
To proc e ed with the solution, the inner a nd oute r solutions 
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will match completely ( ftffi c;Pft0) = /!;.,., cp/q)) 
D1~ &6 nz-v o 
provided: 
c (259) 
The boundary conditions (246a) can be applied to the inner 
solution. At '::J := 0 
,,, 
(a) 2 t, (<., == o) = _!.. B + 2 84 - B. J [? . I S · 2 
{I}/. 
(b) 2 NI cy-=o) 
(26 0) 
Thus: 
(261) 
Or using (95) and (96): 
2 ~-DflKF_ 2 E-fiK-~g 
• 
;;i ~KK ;;? ?~ 
E~-fiF 
?o 
(2 62) 
This is the constant mean velocity to first order in the steady 
solution. Now Vc and '/?:. are the uniform ve loc ity and pr.essure 
behind the wave . 
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4. 3 Completion of the Solution with the Wave 
The transient solution showed that for large time the solution 
was composed of a steady part and a pure undiminished wave. The · 
'steady' solution of the last subsection, showed by comparison with 
the convection problem that to first order, viscous effects would not 
be important. Further the steady solution was seen to be valid only 
for condensation. 
One can now conjecture that the transient condensation 
problem is similar to the piston-tube problem in gas dynamics [ 10] 
Lowering the liquid temperature and vapor pressure is like pulling 
a piston away from stationary gas in a tube. The kinetic effects take 
place close to the liquid surface but a pure expansion fan propagates 
into the undisturbed medium. In the analogy the piston speed would 
be equal to the velocity of condensation. Assuming such a picture to 
be true, the relationship between fc , Vc and fa would be given 
by the corresponding relationships in a pure expansion fan [ 10 , 
pg. 79 J 
"'?f"-1 
z 
Linearizing and noting that 
5" Vc ) 
3 /{RT.. 
But from equation (262) 
(263) 
(264) 
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~· (265) P'/¥o7TJ +- -97T 3 
Thus to first order the condensation mass flux rate predicted 
by this 'quasi-steady state' approac h is: 
fV== 
= fo f [-E + :!.!! ~1 
3 F' / 67T -
Hi · . 
(266) 
This is indentical to the re sult (240) obtained in the transient 
problen1. One is therefore encouraged to have s ome belief in the 
'quasi-steady' pictur e for conc_lensation. This approach does not work 
for evaporation; this point will b e dis cussed l ate r. 
W e now note that the expansion fan will become infinitesimally 
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weak in the case of the drople t. This is because in a spherical 
geometry the inviscid waves go like .J.{r-c.f)/yand die out for 
large I The solution obtained for the droplet is therefore the 
correct solution for large time. 
5. The Effect of Higher Moments 
So far, all the calculations have been made using four initially 
unknown functions to represent the distribution function and then 
using four moment equations. In an integral method such as the 
present one, one's confidence is greatly inc re as ed if it can be shown 
that the gross features are chang e d little, by the use of higher 
moments. In an attempt to s ee the effec t of higher moments, we seek 
a six moment solution for the one dimensional problem. 
Let the distribution function for the one dimens ional case 
(Fig. 5b) be represented by the two stream Maxwellian: 
f _ m,('J,-t) {- .. ~ ... ~;+[Df"~-sIEyItgzz - "3,1. e,c p . -= ( 
' [znf?T,f'J,-tJ] z z,...T, 'J,-t) 
f (':I, f, t) = (267) 
where m (y,t) 
', "2 
v, :z (y,t) 
I 
are six 
initially undetermined functions. This is the most obvious 
ex tens ion of the four -function approach, since it is the !:f vel ocity 
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that we are trying to calculate . The reason for not using five 
moments is that it is not clear which five functions would be most 
suitable . 
The mean flow quantities can now be detern1 ined in terms of 
the six unknown functions m, z 
I 
V,, 2 • The i n tegrati ons 
are now complicated by the presence of V 1 and Vz. in the 
exponentials and l ead to error f unctions , exponential s, etc . 
However, we are only going to solve the linearized problem . It 
therefore proves advantageous to evaluate the mean flo w quantities 
after linearizing m, ' mz ' etc .: 
m, mo [1 + A NI (y, ·t- ) + . . ·] 
lo L' + "A -t, {1.1,t-J -1- · . · l 
v, (3 [ ~ v; (y, t-) + - , , .. J 
etc. 
v, and v2 have no 0th order parts since they vanish at 
equilibrium. Now the exponentials in (267) can be lineariz e d 
before integrating, e.g.: 
e-~f- F"'2+ f~z +- [fD~ - Afl V,-t··.Jzl 
'2 RT;, {t + ri t, + · - .J 
(268) 
(269) 
F"2 . 
w~qo 
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Then, for example, the density is given to first order by: 
P{y,t) == ( (rt1 fol! . · . ) JI ... o4o..-, 
- f-f""°frrn f ol f,. d r1 d f'<' + [ff rm f ol f,, of fy dT~ 
- I Z (2 70) 
_ ..., 0 - "'6 
_...,_"° __ 
- f; [I+ A { ~ N+ +),CJ+ 0 EI~DFz 
where: N =N 1 +Nz + , etc . . (2 71) 
Appendix IV lists all the nee es sary mean flow quantities to 
first order; a few are given here: 
(c) f (2 72 ) 
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We note that the introduction of V, and V2 permit 
the stress tensor to be non-isotropic (-p =I=_ Py'j) ; also when 
A :: 0 equilibrium is obtained. 
The six moment equations to be used, corresponding to 
e '2 f 2 I "2 3 62-::. rm ' /1?1. y~ 'lh1 'f lz 'rm x ) -zmr f~ s and nn s; ' are 
from equation (2 06): 
(a) £E + 2- (rvJ - 0 
at: 'O'J . 
f ~ C)v EP>~D1 (b) + rv~ - 0 at o'd 
0 
(2 73) 
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Equations (273a, b, c, e) are of course id ent ica l to thos .e 
used in the four moment problem. Since £'.1. f;; for ~= ftn f~~ is 
not given in . [ 5 J , this is .derived here in Aprendix VII. 
The boundary conditions for the transient problem are: 
(a) F <TY 1 - llP" 4:t;? 
(b) A t ':1 _ o ,., t > o ~ m, - m L , T, -= TL ,. .v, _ o 
One can now solve the linear ized problem, by Laplace 
(2 74) 
transforms exactly as in section 3, to obtain solutions for lar ge time. 
Since the d etails are co1nplicated, but not instructive, they are given 
in Appendix VIII. 
The solution turns out to be co1nposed of a diffusive p art and 
a wave-like p art, as before, plus a wave d amped exponentially in 1;J. 
For t-P' ~ , the mass flux at the liquid surface is given by: 
rm - r v (';f-= 0) = )of 
0.143 fof (2 75) 
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Co1npa ring with (240) it seems that the four moment solution 
is remarkably good considering its crudeness. It seems as though 
the ext;ra mo1nents only give greater detail but do not change the 
magnitudes of the mean quantities appreciably. This result, again, 
gives one confidence in the present approach. 
The 'quas i -steady ' approach to the condensation proble1n again 
gives exactly the same result (275) for condensation {Appendix VIII). 
6. Dis cuss ion 
Summary of the Results 
For ease in co1nparison, we present, here, in brief, the 
main results of the calculations. If the ambient vapor t ernperature 
and pressure are To and .A/ 
- Io and the liquid temperature is 
~ , then the net evaporating or condensing mass flux rm, at 
the liquid surface, is given to first order by: 
(i) For a Spherical Droplet (4 Moments): 
f'o fc71RTo 
z7T ( _, + 2- E-..) 
. Z Zo fo 
(ii) For an Infinite Plane Liquid Sheet (4 Moments): 
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(iii) For an Infinite Plane Liquid Sheet (6 Moments): 
rm 
where : 
1o is the radius of the droplet 
P 0 is the mean free path at fo 1 To 
· ~ m ] 
,Lj/ 
+ 
(3 - f z-rr RTo 
We note first of all that the one dimensional problem has no 
natural length scale or Knudsen number associated with it . In this 
case "free molecular flow" takes place for small time and continuum 
flow for l arge t ime . The dropl et, on the other hand, has a natural 
length, its radius, Yo . One would expect that in the continuum 
limit, {y0 / f 0 ) ~ QO , the Knudsen layer would be so thin that the 
evaporation or condensation rate woul d be c l ose to the value for the 
one dimensional problem. This is so: comparing the two four 
moment calculations: 
= o. 14 2 
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rtn (one dimensional} = o .. 148 fo [2-n RTo 
The slight difference in the a nswers comes about from the 
continuum part of the flow fi e ld, and not from the Knudsen layer. 
(One cannot obta in one dimensional heat convection by l e tting I -v a> 
0 
in three dimensional heat convection.) 
By l etting E-r;I/fMF~ 0 or oO , the limiting solutions for the 
droplet are: 
('° Free inolecule fo ~oF: rm f'of 
-· zrr z 
{z~-~F 
-?o To 
Continuum (--;: -;.oO) . f?, (3 ? (m Af?_ 
-
·-· z-;r q 
-f7o 
where Thus in one lim it the mas s flux d epends 
only on LJ.fJ and in the other limit the ratio of the coefficients of L:1-p 
to .6/" is 2: 1 • 
Referring to Fig. 4 this can be understood in the follo wing 
fashion (with no reflec ted molecules in our case}. From elementary 
kinetic theory : 
rm o< ( -1i ft· ) 
.(7f - ~ 
In the free molecule limit the pres sure and temp e rature of the 
incoming mol ecul e s is exactly ~ , "'T;, 
temperature far away, i. e . ~- ::: --j'o 
the pr es s ure and 
for small tempe rature, pressure diffe rences: 
A nd 
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I 
2 
- (11 ) IL +-·· 
On the other hand, in the continuum li1nit the pressure is 
approximately constant up to the Knudsen layer, i.e. -{:: ~ fa 
But now the temperature jump across the thin Knudsen layer is 
negligible, i.e. I(, ~ -r;_ 
to first order. 
This e xplains the form of the two limiting cases. One notes 
that actual formula is valid over the whole range of Knudsen numbers. 
In the one dimensional problem for small tim e, ~- = -[>a 
, i.e., the molecules coming in have not ye t known 
the change in the liquid temp e rature. Thus for small time ft~ o) 
the flow is "free molecule" , rWt o( {z A.j>- ~ T). For larg e time 
. 
the flow becomes "continuum II and rm o/ A--f 
From the general second order solution for the droplet, it 
was shown that in the continuum limit 
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+o.u+(=jf'f+··] 
Since the sign of the sec ond term is always positive, for a 
given ILlpl, rm is g r eater for evaporation than condensation. 
Therefore the difference between condensation and evaporation arises 
in the second order. 
One of the interesting consequences of the study of the one 
dimensional problem is that the transient condensation problem can 
be treated by a quasi -steady approach. The effect of a mass flo w 
towards the liquid surface, by s ay l owe ring its temperature, is 
comparable t o pulling a piston in a tube away frorn the stationary gas. 
Kinetic effects take place close to the liquid surface, a spatially 
increasing steady r egion is formed away from the surface a n d an 
inviscid expansion fan propagates into the vapor. On the other hand 
evaporation cannot be treated by such a simple quasi - s teady picture. 
Raising the liquid's temperature, say, causes a 'weak shock' to 
propagate into the gas; however , e v en for l arge time the flow behind 
the wave cannot be treated as steady. In order to say anything more 
d efinite one would have to study the tr a nsient solution c los e to the 
wave front; perhaps, another nonsteady region is needed for the 
evaporation case . We note once again that in the spherical geome try 
. the propagating waves decay i nversel y as the radius. The 1 steady' 
solution obtained i s therefore a valid one in that sens e . 
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It is remarkable that the crude four function splitting of the 
distribution function leads to solutions that show the transition from 
free molecular to continuum flow regimes. The correction in the 
mass flux due to the six moment formulation is just about 2 percent 
in this case. Such a small correction increases one's confidence in 
the present approach. 
In conclusion we note some of the limitations of the present 
approach. The solutions obtained are strictly valid for a monatomic 
vapor with an inverse fifth power repulsion between the molecules. 
Still the results should not be too bad for non monato1nic gases, not 
too close to their critical point and at moderate temperatures. A 
possible way of correcting for non monatomic gases is sugge sted i n 
[ 6 J In the boundary conditions, an acco1nmodation coe fficient 
of unity was assumed in order to simplify the analysis . This 
restriction could be lifted. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN PART II 
Clo isent!opic speed of sound 
c 
f 
f 
k 
Km 
i 
rm 
. 
()77 
m 
Arn 
re1ative m.olecular velocity, f - U. · 
molecular velocity distribution function 
external force on a s ingl e particle 
Boltzmann constant 
Knudsen number 
mean free path 
mass of molecule 
net evaporation or condensation r ate 
p article number density, per unit volu1ne 
thermodynamic pres sure _ rnk T 
stress tens or 
equals p. 
'1 for i =/=j equals ~ +f for L. = j 
heat flux vector 
arbitrary function of molecular velocity components 
/j. a change in ~ produced by colli s i ons 
y ExI~I-:r~ 
, ' position vector 
yErIlI~; 
Yo radius of liquid drop 
gas constant of vapor k rm R 
s L apl ace transfonn variable 
t time 
T 
AT 
u 
v 
y 
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absolute tern.perature 
mean velocity vector 
I or ';f component of mean velocity 
Y/(3 ref 
angles defined by Fig. 6 a, b 
= jz.,,- RT;. 
ratio of the specific heats 
outer variable :::: ::::\ y 
1/4 Km 
perturbation para1ne ter 
viscosity coefficient 
accomm.odation coefficient 
vector in molecular velocity space 
density 
mean free time 
Superscripts 
{o), {l),lz) 
Subsc rip ts 
c 
i 
L 
th st nd 0 order, 1 order, 2 order, etc . 
steady condition behind wave 
incident on liquid surface 
corresponding to Maxwellian from liquid 
reflected from liquid surface 
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0 ambient condition 
11 Z corresponding to the t wo parts. of the t wo-stream. Maxw~llia~ 
+ -I sun-1 or ne gation of 
wellian, e. g. , -/::r 
t_ 
corresponding parts 
- t, + t-z 
t, - -fz 
of two-stream Max-
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APPENDIX I. Kinetic Theory Definitions 
The following is a partial list of useful kinetic theory 
definitions: 
L f (r1 f / i·), the molecular velocity distribution function, 
is so defined that: 
/(i: f/t)dJ:,df 
is the number of molecules which , at time -t , have 
positions lying within a volume element dy about -Y and velocities 
lying within a velocity space element d..f about S 
2. , the mass density, is e i ven in terms of the 
distribution function J by: 
~Er/ t) = //m f (r/ f/t)df 
where /Jn i s the mass of a molecule. 
3. , the mean velocity, is given by : f {Jn 1 r o1.r· 
u (J:-1:) = 
~ E~ f, -t) 4. f!P?f-ol f , the intrinsic, or relative particle velocity is 
defined: 
c = 
5. !' (rl i-) , the stress tensor in any locally orthogonal 
coordinate system, is de fined.: 
~ - - f c . c. jolf ' 1' -
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One can also write: 
P=-?I+-:;e 
wJ:l.ere t>= f RT and : 
~i 
. -T7ti -
r; fr 2c/- c/- c,/'):fd! 
rm / C,· c:i f ot f 1 " . :F / 
. 6. T (y/ -t) , the mean temperature, i s defined : 
T(r,t) - · rm J -f~fdf 
~ R <y(7,t) 
where ~ is the gas constant. 
~ the heat flux vector, is defined: 
q,f?: t) :: 
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APPENDIX II. The Linearised Flow Quantities .For A pphericall~ 
Symmetric deometr~::-
Let the distribution function J for a spherically symme-
tric geo:::netry be represented by the two stream Maxwellian: 
f = (2-1) 
Linearise the four arbitr ary functions: 
rn, - (2-2 a) 
T, (2-2 b) 
/ t: Cl I - 1 2 L {e) ) lz == '6 ( I + ~ z + ,,, '-2 + - - · · (2-2 d) 
Define: 
(IJ N {II Cl\ N_m = (1] {I) N_,_ 
-
,+ Nz. N _,_ Nz :> I (2-3) 
Ntz1 _ (2) (2 ) N_faJ = Nr21 fa) 
-f. - N, + Nz J I - N.z 
etc. 
-i 46-
Then to 2nd order the mean quantities are: 
~r 'f (iJ /1 3 '3 -' <11 Lt11 L Z + /1 N + f-;- x - - ;k:.J N + ~ + z '../- 2 z . - + 
. ) {fl 7 . 
. -1- ( j xP~ J ·x t_ J + 
\
2 {r s I P~ (OL{I) 
+A I- - ::::>c. + - :x F~ l-, -1-z z 
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-;&.2o [2 + '"'"\ { (1) 3 (t) t (I] 3 J {1)) 
A N-l- - -x N_ + + - x r;_ J+ 
+ \2.f/ 3) (11Ll'' ( ~·FkK '''L{f) A \1--X- N 1 c::, + /-f. X z · ~~z - · 
"Z . 
- (1- ?C ') (N ~f}+- _!_ t !'I) + 
Tl z J (2) 3 (z, (2) 3 (2) 
+ Af+ - x N_ + f:;_ - >< t 7-·· (2-4 e) 
f = A> r, + ). {_!_ N (JJ- .J. x N (// + ...!.. t Ef~~ t 1'} 'oll Z. -1- C - C + C - -1-
-1- A
2 
{ {;- ;_) N/"1:,"' + (; + : ) N,/" 1,,<"_ 
_ (1- x 2 ) ( <11 + _!_ t t11) 2 (2-4 r) 
-f ..!.. N(:, x NN_ (:n z I -t (2J xt t.:17 +- ·] 
c + - z - +-z + - z - J 
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(2- 4 h) 
;2{r :l)/ fl1tf11 t<11;z) / 3\/.. . t11L<1J +/1 (/--x. tZN, ,+' KI1+c1+x;1Ew~iz+ 
L{IJ2) 
-1- c, + 
-1- N. f-z_}_ ::r3 N tzJ t r~1 at f zJ 7 ] 
:+ _ -J-2 + -2;;t" _ 
1
_,. ___ .. 
EO-l~ j) 
f 2 ~ -z[ "[, {tl t (!} I s (' (1) L('J)7 rmf f e { ol f = "Is; f'ol/_ 2 +AL IV,_ + z + + x- 3 x) z-'l + D~ .l_S \2{t ?\/_ {l/L(I) (t/2) 
+ A (t- ~ ~ -1- ..!_ -:x3 ,,;l 2 N, ~ -1- C, ./ +-
z z 
~ 1 ) /.:.. (lit (11 L (I l z.) + J+.lx- -1x3/(?N2 ~ + Cz +-z z 
+N(z) t_(2) /_ 3 )/1/\/(2) .1-(z))l 
+ + 2 -f + EK"u-~Ku '2' - ..,._ ~- .JI+. 
] + 9 • • r (2-4 k) 
-1 49 -
/ ( L (z) {2J)1 ] + 4- { 7 c -_ - z N_ .J -f_ - • • • 
(2-4 1) 
Note t hat: 
j f = I z7TR;o (2- 5) 
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APPENDIX III. Some Deta:i.ls Of The 2nd Order Calculation 
For The Droplet. 
From the moment equations, the four 2nd order equations 
when simplified are: 
E~F 1 t{'z) (z) 1 {t b1~ t"'2) I {i '"t-'11 111 11) . N A + - - - - N 1 - N c. (3-1 a) +- = 0- I 2 Z I zz 
- z - 0 
{z) 3 t(z.J_ 1(-z.) 'S {t'": i"'') - ~ { ·1••it•1 ,., 111) 
"I + - _ B - - , z ? N, <-, - N t 2 
'""- z - 8" "- z (3-1 b) 
- + + 'Z + =- - - Z ~ L1 +- r Z j +- { 4 I -+- Z + c/.. fN{z) t(zj d.f ( '''1''' N{IJt(I}) /f'''z. tDD1OF~ dr d-r 
(3-1 d) 
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A{'Z) In the above equations and B '(z) are as yet 
A (1> , 0 ·to undetermined constants, while ~ and all the first 
order f'unctions are knmm. Since in (3-1 c, d,) the right hand sides 
are knmm functions of Y , the problem then reduces to two quadratures, 
which are straight forward but tedious. 
From the two algebraic equations (3-1 a, b): 
t_ (2 ':::::: I{?-) {z) _!_ It (1'_2 t (112) - / (1,1L (11 to/ f11) 13 - A - 2 .( 1 / z { N, t, 1 - Nz z ( 3-2 a) 
(3-2 b) 
fz> 
where. C is a constant and 
/" - I Yo 2. (: I (I) b (I) -1.. r.;::JtJ c:) ~~ - - __ - A '.;) + '..J 
11' 15 lo + ?' 
(3-4) 
Next equation (3-1 d) integrates to: 
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8 11'N_{IJ{-~ I . -1 ~z ---+-C<rs~ + 
°2 · 2: yZ zro ?'. 15 
A Ef~ (IJ J_{ll '\ [ + (N- 4-S"t.._ / -
(z) 
where ":I> is the fourth arbitrary constant and 1-1, and J-/2 
are defined by: 
- [SS- A''JZ 4-7 A'''B'''- s- 13Mz] H, b 4- + 6,,,,. z s-l 
Yo z [ A'" In B t1J:z] II = - /o f3 -/1z 3o fo 
Equations (3-2), (3-3) and (3-5) 
involve four arbitrary constants 
Atz> 
' 
The four boundary conditions are : 
{zJ 
for N_, 
I (z) 
B ' 
(3-6) 
t tzJ . N tz> t'z) 
- ) + ' + 
c (z.) -:D (Z) 
' . 
AT r=Yo : t:-zJ+ t_"'= 0 / ·N:-z.)-t- N!?:'=e> (3-7 a) 
Fo R -r = o0 ( 3-7 b) 
-i 53-
4 A (-z) Applying these conditions the 2nd order mass flux 
can be obtained: 
[: ~E ~ + -r I Yo 7-71 4 3 ~ Yo 311 II . -r -+--+-----+-)( 3z + /!) fo ( tZfr /I. ) 2Z5 f.z S/2 32) 
Atll Q(I) . X · . ~ 
[ 
I I 
+ - - +-
l"ZF" IS" 
(3-8) 
{1) {1) 
Where A and B are given by the first order solution 
I:!>. m ~· in terms of and 
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APPENDJX IV. The Linearised Mean Quantities For The 
One Dimensional Problem 
Let the distribution f'unction for the one dimensional 
problem be represented by: 
f = 
t = Mz (':/, t) 
3 
~f- fDx~+ ~O+ {s~ - vz61,t)J7 
[ z Tr f? ~ ( ';1 1 t) J Vz 2 R Tz ( ~D -(;-) f 
Linearise the six arbitrary f'unctions m , '.-, , and f/~ ,..._ 
V.,..a as follows: 
rn,,.,_ = m0 [1 +AkI:~EDlItFKI_:y~k •. :iE~ItFf---g 
T 
1, 2 
( 4-1) 
V1/Z 
where p = jzrr f?T;. • Define: 
'" 
{\I N''} {I I J\J Ef~ N C1) N+ N, +- N = < I 
-
I ::2 
(I/ (IJ (1) (1} (II (I) 
v;. = )-'; + ~ v:. = v; - ~ 
,I 
( 4-2) . 
etc. 
...:155_ 
Then, leaving out the superscripts to denote first order 
quantities , the mean flow quantities to first order are given by: 
. . 
f = .lo {t -1- ;J {; N+ + v.:} + .... ] (4-3 a) 
fv= ¥ff_[A{N-+-;t_+7Tv;_]+···] ( l~-P b) 
~x = - -fl {; + ) { /, N+ + : /::, + V:.] + · · ] ( 4-3 c) 
~~ - - fl, f + ;i { i N.,. .,_ : t, + z ~z + .. ] ( 4- 3 d) 
?, =- ftf + :;J {: N+ + ;t++ Jv:.}··] (4-3e) 
T- T. [i + A { ~ t.,. .. ~ }>:.I+ ... ] 
-~ [ 1 [ "7 t-_ - z N_ J +· · · · ] 
( l~-P f) 
(4-3 g) 
= fo/1 /;/ {z N_ +3 t_ + sTIJi J + - . -] (4-3 i) 
ZTI L / 
f rm~ If o1f ~ t:::. i~ r 4-N_ + 6f_ +SHJ!,J+} (4-3 j) 
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j/01 f/fdf = -:1r/6 + A [5N.,_ + d_, + wv..J+--} CH iJ 
f" f./fx"f elf= --~{f _,_ '), { N+ _,zf+ + 1v:}--} (4-3 m) 
f rm f./(/df = t;{fo + ":} {s--N., +tot+ +-z1u}-] (4-3 n) 
ri»l f~-vFfotf == -ff-!-[i f z N _ _, d-} 1--} (4-3 o) 
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APPENDIX V. The Perturbation Of The Conservation Equations 
The quasi-steady state one dimensional problem involves a 
singular perturbation. The 'outer solution' it turns out requires a 
(2) 
knowledee of the 2nd order heat flux, 't._ . The purpose of this 
.!:I 
appendix is to show that the second order heat flux is very simply 
related to the first order quantities. This relationship comes about 
from the conservation equations. 
The first three moment equations , which are just the equa-
tions of conservation of mass, ~ momentum and energy, are : 
(5-1 a) 
(5-1 b) 
(5-1 c) 
The flow quantities S' J V etc. can be linearised as follows : 
( 
""'\ (il -,:z {Z} ) I + A f' -+ ,.... J -I- - - . . (5-2 a ) 
(5-2 b) 
(5-2 c) 
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D (- "'\ o . f11 7 (2) ) 
r Kg~ _ fl, - I + A ryy + A fY::1 -1- • • - • (5-2 d) 
(5-2 e) 
Substituting the above into (5-1): 
f=' /J2 r. 2 {IJ:i? \3 / (// (!/-a (I/ /Z)l ] 
- Jo r L A v + /I <) v + 2 v v ,,1-1-- - . 
- --f. f I + ::i ~~DDD+ Yr;;"+ ';} 3 cy~ ~z 
~tc;;g 
(5- 3 b) 
2.r-:;} 2 C•J z \ 3 / {I I /z) (II (11< (t 1 Litz) ] 
== 3;; fl f' v + /1 < z v v ~ r v + 1;} v +- · ·· + 
+2 P B {::t2a ~•g (IJ K::}~ / '" t1J f11 fl/ {zJ /z) '') ] 
Jo r -vy v -1- { '1y v f' + v, '1y + V' 7 +-- -
_Rz {, "\ O (II l:Z /, (I/ (2)) 1 3/ (IJ O ('ZJ ;/~gyz K 
- "/ n L' - 2 Ar':/, + /f ( Pyy - 2 Py'f ;+A (2 Pyy 'jy - -z /yy _,,J+-· 
(5-3 c) . 
From (5-3) it follows that: 
V {I} -- lrr~~ (5-4 a ) 
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(z ) {I I {IJ + .+-
V + f V - C<n<-a/iK~ (5-4 b) 
(5-4 c) 
D (3) 
l~Dj -
p A "2. ( (1) (I} 'Z {II ( 2 )) 
~ .J v +2V V ,J 
?o 
~ (5-4 d) 
ll J 
~ (5 .. l~ e) 
3 .AJ.. A< / (11 /2) {IJ ,,,z (11 v~DDzF 
.fo 1or (2V v -1-f v +-? (5-4 f) 
Algebraic manipulation of the above l eads to the result: 
(z) I t11f: (11 ,,,7 _ +- -J-~ = - c fi~ v Lsf' -s-r J + ~ (5-5) 
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APPENDIX VI. The Perturbation Solution Of The Continuum 
Heat Convection Equations 
In order to explain the nature of the singule.r perturbation 
arising in the one dimensional problem, we conslder here the perturba-
tion solution of the heat convection equations. Specifically the 
problem considered is that of an infinite porous plate at a tempera-
ture different from the ambient temperature. The governing continuum 
(Navier-Stokes ) equations are: 
(6- 1 a ) 
-
-
(6-1 b) 
(6-1 c) 
If the :?{t:_ and dissipation terms are neglected i.e. for 
c;ty 
small velocities, it is easy to show that: 
(6-2) 
where .-r;. is the temperature of the plate and ( Y"fl:: fVis the 
constant mass flux. This result implies that the mass flux has to 
be towards the plate, for there to be finite temperature far frcm it. 
If the temperature gradient and the mass flux are in the same 
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direction, an infinite amount of energy will be carried to infinity, 
causing infinite temperatures there. Equation (6-2) also shows that 
. 
if linearisation is effected for (Yrl-.- O , the linear temperature 
distribution will not be able to satisfy the ambient conditions for 
This is the nature of the singular perturbation. 
In order to attempt a systematic perturbation solution for 
small temperature differences and small velocities, let: . 
\ {I} V- AV+ (6-3 a) 
~ - fo (J + ) ){I}+- A-z f(-z}-+,,. ·J (6-3 b) 
~ 
fl 111 A~ {z/ ') /o I+ Ar + t + .... (6-3 c) 
-r === 
(i (I} A' ('z.J ) 7a 1+)T + T +---· (6-3 d) 
Substitution into (6-1) leads to the first order solutions: 
£11 - .+ I-V =~ - A, {6-4 a) 
(II . I- i- A ~ ~ Cort-~ - z (6-4 b) 
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(IJ A A I== s+ +!1 
We note that the linearised boundary conditions are: 
vAt y :::- 0 .• 
Ftry 
lll T = 
(II 
-, == 0 
{II ) v ::= 
(II 
D - 0 
I 1 
(6-4 c) 
(6-5 a) 
(6-5 b) 
It is clear that the above boundary conditions cannot be 
satisfied by (6 -4). 
Define an 'outer variable' by: 
) (6-6) 
In terms of the outer variable the first order equations 
are: 
(6-7 a) 
-;'I/ (fl() = ~ B:a (6-7 b) 
(t] (/) 
{o) {I) o/T fft;J k olzrftJ (6-7 c) r v cl' dnz c;;1~O 
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(6-7 c) integrates to: 
(6-8) 
From the boundary conditions at infinity: 
B, < o J D I (6-9) 
Again since 8, < o , solution is valid only for 
suction at the plate. From the matching condition: 
to all order of , it is clear that: 
(6-10) 
From the boundary conditions at the plate: 
B, . ) (6-11) 
Thus, to first order, the uniformly valid solution for the 
temperature dis tribution is: 
-164-
T === 
(6-12) 
This is identical to the result (6-12). The conditions at 
d.T . infinity require that the 2nd oi'der term f V oly be kept in· the 
equations. This is precisely what the outer equations do. 
In the spherical geometry of course, infinity is an ordi-
nary point, and the linearised equations are sufficient. 
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APPENDIX VII. Collision Inte gral for 
Ref: GALCIT, HRP Memo. 51, Lester Lc::es, pp. 27-31. 
. . 
we need to ~l;teI [cm> K rr ff, T ol f ol f, 
where 
T == 
"'O 271 [ f ( 6/-&I) ol olo1 ol<> 
From the Memo: 
0 • 
~D = f'x + (r;- ~F:x C<rJ-z(eiz) + ; ·/s-"gEr:-~!I<g<AeDunb 
v' ( f:- rl2 + (f;- r>; +- ft;; - r~-z 
In the integral for J , terms in the expression Etu~~Fproportional 
3 
to CdJ € and ~ € will vanish. With these terms discarded: 
~ '- t5( 
-
- { f,- ~l c..r'( :) +-3 fa"E~~ -fx )o,-,'(e/z) + 
e / ) 2 ~/~g I { < ( z / ' " ' + '> :x: ( f-x! - ?: C.a:J fzl +- ;;: V - r::a· - f:,) J ~{/?i 8 >< 
>( C4'€ { f.., _,_ ( 'f.x - r=) =DE~F J] 
f :~S olG - 7/ 
0 
.. ·. 
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00 -
T = 7T rm /fa ( f,x - f"') '0r1 '(8k) + 6 ~x" ( ~"" - fw) ea-:E:F~ 
0 3{ 2 ( -zl{e / ) ~lt/FDlE -2£l -+ 4- V..;.. ~x - f:oc) J J x + ( fx. - &, Ca:1 { 2 J ~ z + 
../- 6 ~ E"fr~ - ~ }~ (A?-1 !t'J] °' of q 
Now 
2(.e') / · < c. 1 Ctn - - -4V>t v 
. z 4-
The expression for J can now be rewritten: 
I --- ( 3f ~/ I 
- J = 2 §;7C - f,) DJ-) { _!!_) o1.ol cl. -+ 7i /J"l1 7( 2 
Oo:) 
, + {, (e ~ :z - o e f, 2) f ~ 2 ( 52. ') °'do< + S"x 5'1% ~fu ~ z_ 
-
+ ; ( ~x - Fx) { ( r.,,- rS+0 ( r,,,_ -~F 1 J c.:i '( :J ,,.;. 2 8 '.! olou 
+ f: c ( f,,,- r,, f+: f,, ! r:y -~/D+ (f.,,-1/)} J )(
x f 4-M. 2 8'ct do(' 
0 
The first two lines in the above expression do not contribute to L.\ EV 
because : 
[f !Ii ( r,,,_ r,./otf °' f, 
- . {[ff, rr (.,'- r;.') + 3 (Cc- ~II r. .... yotfo1ft 
- 0 
I 
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([:Ff, ( f. f.x" - ~" fx") c{ f o/ f1 =D 
[(< f. ~ - f"') { ( f., - tS' -1- ( f.-r. - f" )-z I H ol f I ol f 
==- ff [f x ( r., 2 + fI~"F - f,,Jr, ",_ r) + 2 ( G, f, r.g - fK~ f., s.)+ 
+ z ( f'x_ f; f,t - ~x ~T: f:c)] f ~ otf otf; 
::::: 0 
°" Now: 
AZ = ir f dM 2 8 1 • otof <>1. 
0 
Subs tituting into the expression for L.\ CX : 
Ll & = - z' ;;f/[rx{c(r,..,-r-,,)z__ (r:,- ryf-
- E~t - ~ )z J] f ~ cif off, 
Now if 
C::= f'-u. 
. - - -
) ~; - 5;· = c;i - ~-
·: /j Q == - / ;t-f frcx+ «~F {z (c;x -Cx)"'-- (c;y-cS'"-
- {c,r - ct ) 2 J ff, ol f d f / 
-168-
Note that' f C,. j o{ f -: 0 
. ·. 6 fl = - ,/ ;t i'fht(,, focIIO-<-Cl!~gfotf + 
-+ fr1 f IIfzc~"-c/-c:g folf J 
. . . 
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APPENDIX VIII. Some Details of the Six- Moment 
One-Dimens i on a l Calculation 
The Transient Problem 
The six mo1nent equations are : 
(a) of' _,_ £.. ~fDsF = o 
ot a1 
(8-1) 
The corresponding linearized equations to first order are : 
(a ) _Q r;'Y;. + 2 Y:]+ .J!.. E_ G N_ + t_ + c 7T v+] _ 0 ~t[ Zn Pg[~ 
(8 -2) 
(b) '1t {z N_ + t_ +zrt~ 7 + Tif~ C> 0v + t -r- 4 V-7 = 0 
0 i~ :J Fof d (! l 'v+ + 1 
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< c ) _.£_ G Al+ +- s t:;_ _,. 'i? y:_} + _!._ --a 14 N_ + 1t_ + 57T ~z=- o oti~ _ ,, oy L,., -_ 
(e ) () [4 N_ + b t + 5" TT>';_ 7 + f. 2_ r; N + tci t -f 2'4 V: 7 + 
ot ~ z av { + + · ] 
d . {8-2) 
D efine: 
i; = t; I 
- /~ 
+.di- -'1¥- t_ -2 N_] = o /'D 3 
+ :fl · .!_ ft_ -z N_J = o /'D z · 
y 
y == 
, - f3 /Z":F I 
(8- 3} 
Afte r some algebraic manipulation, t h e ~ quations (8-2) can b e s impli-
fied t o : 
<a> o /N -+ 2 ~g + _!_ o 1~ /\!. -:- t . _ :-Z7iJ!f 7 cs-4J o-t-L' '-1- - zn o :t j 
- -
0 
I 
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= 0 
(8 - 4 ) 
(e) ;#{+N- +3nr,] +-~p ~ +4-v-] +:; faN- - t:-]= o 
The L apl ace transf orined equations a r e: 
(a) ;: ~ N_ + l_ + z /I J/;] + 27TS /fJ+ + 2 ~z = o 
{b > .?- {IV + l + -4 V- 7 + s !;_ N_ + l + 211 v-]- o < 8 - s > d!f L 1 + r -_j Lt:. - - -1- -
{c) of { N + J. j -f 211 v]+ '27Ts + 71-z.]v = o 
. dy LI - z - -+ L ~ z -
{d) 
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d ,,...., -2 ,...., [] ,..., - t_ + fq~ l - !!_ y: =- o d~ . ' . 
<e> ,;;{!;:;, + 4V:: )+sf;:;_ +37T»;} + ;FN__-l]=o<s-s> 
(f ) 4 cl~ [ii J - s ;_; N_ i- g l] - :; f6 N_ + q l] = 0 
N ow assume solutions of the fo r m 
r-J cKKg ~ W!:j 
N+ 
,..., 
A e N_ 5 e -::: -
~ w~ ,.., w~ (8 - 6 ) 
t+ ::::: c e -{;_ == J) e 
,..., t,..J ':f ,...., <NY 
~ - E e ')£ :::: F e 
Sub s t itut ing into (8 - 5), one obt ains the following rel a t ion s between 
the coefficients: 
(a ) 8=-.3:0+ 
. z EOs + ~F 
+ . 
F 
<b> E = I [ 4 CA.J Ii (z S + :;->] F 
- z-rr (zs-t :;:-) + GU 
( c ) c 
(8 -7) 
(d ) A = - -3_ fs7TsE +(4.s+;_-)B- 7TJJ +4C.JF7 P~i~ ~ 
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Thus, the coefficient s A, B,. C 1 'J) and E can be ex-
pressed in terms of the coefficient F 
T h e determinant for U) is: 
21/S z (.,.) 0 Z 1TW z.,,-s 
Zs s z rrs- 4C0 (8 - 8 ) 
0 0 ~w Z7fc.J (zirs +~} 2 
-rr"2. =O 
0 0 1TS w 0 6 
3w (zs+r) 0 .,,.. 3 7TS 4W z --~ 
0 -~s~ ~F D ( qlt) - 3S +tf 0 4 (,.J 
A d ding and subtracting columns and rows, the above deter-
minant reduces to: 
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z 
Expanding the d eterminant, the following c ubic in 6J is obtained: 
where 
(a) a(s) 
(b) b(s) 
(c} c(s) 
S-1l S'S + -'{ 1 T "! 2 81:> p-3.S 3 + /"f'{ IT 2 S ..-,. f?" y- .s- + 
l3 s--1 "f-1' 36 
371 s - l't71 s - 3fr-7T s - 4-lr 11 s 
4 z 
(8-10) 
(8-11} 
Examining (8-10} for s~ 0, it is possible to show that the roots of 
the equation to leading orders are: 
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(a) tJ,, 1- - 71 ff f + ?-4-+ 4 z /s-77 s + --. . ·] 
lMO~ +IfS/I+ ZI S" + - - . ·] {b) 57/ (8-12) I fi 
(c) w +/?sf- I...,_ s + ... ] 3,<.. 571 
Retaining only the negative roots for fin.iteness for f --'i"- oD 
the transforrn for S ~ O can be written: 
f'\J A, t...J, ~ tIKK;Fz~ tJ3 ':! N+- - e + Az e + A3 e -
(8-1 3 ) 
...., tv, ~ tvz':.1 t...J_,. ~ N_ 
-
B, e + U~ e -+ 83 e 
etc. 
Now a ll the coeffi cients A -- £ can b e written in terms of F; 
define: 
A, a, (s, L-J,) F, ; Az = az (s.,tJz) r=; j A3 = a3 (s, tJ3 ) ~ 
(8-14) 
etc. 
From {8-14), (8-12), and (8-7), for p~ l : 
(a ) o(s) 
(8-15) 
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( c ) e; f? g + O(s) 
.3 S7T 
(d) c, 
-
-
4 + o{s) s 
(e ) a, 
-
- It.+ o(s) 
5" 
(£ ) dz 571
2
./3 I O (s- 1/z) 
-
-- + ~z 5 3/z 
(g ) bz = S71</3 + 0 (s- 'ra) 
48"' s :J/ -.;? 
(h) ez fi I + o(rs) - -4- Vs 
(i} Cz S-71-z I + O (s-') (8 -1 5) - --
72 s z 
(j) az S7T
2 I o(s-') 
- -- - + 
72 s2 
(k ) d.3 - 37Tm + o(s) s o7T 
(.t) b.3 - qvAf + O(s:) - lo £11 
(m ) e3 - b~ __!_ + o(tJ 4- 67T s 
(n) C3 7f I +- o(t) - --b s 
(o ) 03 7T ( +-oft) --4 s 
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F rom the b ound ary conditions at the · l iquid s\lr fa c e (% = o ): 
(a ) 2 Jr, = iJ;_ + 'i[: = {c=j+ 1) J7 + (c;_,_ 1F~ + {c; -r 1) r; = o 
(8 -1 6 ) 
(b ) Z t: = t + l_ = {0 + ~F F; + (c2 +o(,,)t=; + (<; + o<3 F~ 
- 2.6.T I 
. -
. . ~~ 5. 
N+ + N_ = (a,+ b,) F, + (a2 "' 6.z)r;. -1-fas-1 b~F F3 Ec F~ N 1 :. 
2.6M _j_ 
Define: 
,A /l'lo S 
(8- 17) 
T hen sol ving (8- 16 ) for F,, F; and F3 : 
zsl-it.[ ( es + 1) (az +;)- (e.,+•) (a3 + 6,,)7 + 
(a ) F; == .L--\ J 
+ 2 :•{ ( e,, +I){ Cg + d~ - ( ""3 + 1) (c,, +d2fj 
(8 -1 8 ) 
(b ) F:.. z z ~D [ ( "{ + 1){a:r' 6:1- ( e3 +1) (a, + 6,() + 
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(c) F; _ z;L [ EeII+1F{aI+SIF~ EeI+/FEMO +S~~ + 
+ C~1iEe;+1FEcO +d~- fo+1) (q+d,1 
where: 
~ - (et +1) {(cz+d2){a3 +63 ) - fa2+6z)(C3 +d~z+ 
. + {e .. _, 0 { (.:s +d3 ) fci, + 6,) - (a3 + 63) (c, +q) } + 
+ { S "'') { {c, + d,) (a2 + 6,.) - (<?, + b) fr, +c<'2 )} 
(8-1 9 ) 
Substituting (8- 12) and (8 -1 5 ) into (8 -1 8 ), we have for S-?" O : 
{a) Ji::::: 
(8-20 ) 
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(c) 
!i[-'{1+ ~ffIIF [t,L {i +: J3 JS+ O(s)} + 
{ k; + l<z rs + 0(s)1 -
w h e r e: 
+ N,L {1+J3/S + O(s)}] 
(a) I-<, - - S7r3[£{ _f / z. 7 r;;= {4 + 371 12- 7 J 
Z'F? 3 1-1- 3 1s1r s +.; 67i- _ 1s-" f -
(8 - 2 1) 
(b) k2 = £!_ 3 fir; {1 + ~ fI_ z + K r c 2 + <f-.1, ~ ?.] 
C'i'f' Lt::. 3 J.S1t j '16-fr l s- 3 v' Sii ) 
Now , the gas vel ocit y is given to fi r st order by: -
V = z~ [A { N_ + ~ t_ +11~ ~ + o0.2 >] 
·~[Av + o E~"Fz 
or: 
For p"~ o: 
(8- 22) 
(8 -23 ) 
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V == 41i { z b, +d, + 211e,} F, e w, '!. + 
+ 4~ { 2 b., +olz + OTr~ J F,; ('.'. '-'zl! + 
+ _J_ {2 b~ + ol 3 -f crre. 7.. r== e EMP~ 
411 ;J "3 J 3 
(8-24) 
From (8-12), (8-20), and (8 - 24), for S_.. o : 
+ 
"
2
:
2
; ~cf {i + f /f;IF+jCE~"+ ~rrffirFj- N,c { ~{i+fffiIF+ 
+ff.-(-;_+ z; ~IKF} + oE~~>< 
x exp[- ,.. rs I,+ ~ s +or~FF '3] Va V ~rr - (8- 25) 
+ 
z~~ Jlr{r + :M) [(t,c + N.c)+/3/S (; ~D + N,,) +or.] 
~~~~~~--_:_:K_~----~----~~----~-=x 
s (I<,+ K';z rs+ o(s-)) 
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Note that for l arge time the solution exponentially d amped in '::J will 
not contribute t o the velocity. Thus, for large _time ( f;:- >> ::: ) : 
I(, 71!1 I<. 2 
- ·--= + 1. -t- . - . 
J/- > c; e Kz .fa kz;z -. er-Jc {_!_ 7T Jf + k1 ff]-+-
2 /3-t; Kz 
- (8- 26) 
where: 
(a } C 
I 
For l a rge tirne: 
(8 -27) 
V ---i:;=- constant 
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The evap oration - condensat ion rat e at t he liqu i d s u rface is there -
for e given t o fir st o r der by: 
9rr+12f¥] . 
8+3flt" 
T he Quasi- Steady State Sol ution for Condensat ion 
(8 - 28 ) 
T h e six l ineari zed, steady mo1nent e quat ions t o firs t order are : 
{a ) 
(b) 
{c ) 
(d) 
2 N_ + t_ 8, 
l\J + + l:: .,_ + 4 v: 
z N- - 2 8 3 
sl re N- + 3 I:_ + 211 V+ ] -o1~ L' 
_ -z 
_ll_ 'r 3 ,,.,,_ 
(8 -29) 
(e ) Iii [s-N+ +tot_,_+ 24 v:.] - r {z N_ - ?- /;-_] 
(£) ct fa N_,_ + 6{+ +/OJ..] ; j;N_ - t_J 
The boundary conditions are: 
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(a ) I f o r 
(b) 
-/; (IJ T,L - To 
I -
";:\To 
(c) N"' 
-
mh .. - rno 
I 
(8-30 ) 
a t 
;) m .. 
(d) y/'' -I - 0 
Note that ~ --P ahd V- are the steady conditions I c ' c. 
behind the wave. 
E qu a t ions (8 - 29 ) can be integrated immediately to give : 
(a ) t_ 
(8 - 3 1) 
(c ) N- 7 t_ 83 -2 
(d } -t Bz + __L [- Ir B ~ + s,] - 4- Y-+ S"" 3 3_ s-
(e > N -+ 8 2 - -t+ - 4 V-
(£) 2'_,;- [8, - t_ - c N_J 
where ~ , BS' , and B, are constants. Now if one tries to apply 
the boundary conditions (8-30 ), one finds that there are an insufficient 
number of constants. The perturbation is again sing ular . 
Define the outer variable : 
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(8-3 2) 
The fir st order eqµations in terms of the out er var iable are: 
Ca > 2 N_ (f1Z) + t_ {f1) + 211 ~ (f?) = A, 
Cb> N...- (ffZ) + t+ (r>z) + 4 v:. {t;z) - A, 
< c > -:;. f_ {q ) - 2 N_ (tr;) =- z A 3 
{d) .J..-C (fr/ ) ::: 0 (8-33) 
(e) -!!- [s-Af+ E~F + lo t+ fr>;) + 24 y:_ (n; )J = - !!". gµ 'k {z.) CA~ :J {, fof y 
(f) 2 N_ (rt'/) - t_ (f>?) = o 
From Appendix V: 
r. (11[ (IJ {I/] CJ,;'2J_ - ; ftf v 3f - s-r 
_!. _Al_ ;< , / '" [2 t - N - r-.] 
- - 2 -/or Ve 2 + -I 
(8 - 34) 
Thus, (8-33 b, e, d) lead to: 
(8-35 ) 
or: 
(8 - 3_6 ) 
(/J 
Note that · \'c has to be negative, i .e., sol ution is valid only 
for condensation. 
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Matching the inner and outer solutions: 
· A2:::B :::.o 
) ;:> 3 . . } B's= o 
-
0 + - 1 QI = 3-A.,, + A4 Oz 5 •.:>.. 5 "" · . 
From the boundary conditions at infinity: 
) (8-38) 
Now satisfying the boundary conditions at the liquid surface: 
B, (8-39) 
or: 
(8-40) 
Now, across the expansion fan we have, to first order: 
(8-41) 
Sub stituting into (8-40), the condensation velocity is given by: 
I (8-42) 
B --------;:==-=:-
r r ;;;'" + q7T -1-12ff J 
[13 ~+~ff 
This is identical to (8- 28 ) of the t ransient solution. 
